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THANK YOU FOR YOUR LOYALTY FOR NEARLY 20 YEARS!
Dream Yacht Charter was created in 2000 with only six boats and we welcomed our
first clients in the Seychelles in 2001.
In 2010, we had already opened new destinations in the Caribbean, Asia, in the Pacific and
the Mediterranean. During the three following years, Dream Yacht Charter was launched in the
Bahamas, in Annapolis, Antigua and in the Grenadines. Since then, many other destinations
have been added to supplement our range: Bali, Mexico, Puerto Rico, Spain, Italy, Sweden
and even Montenegro. Thanks to each one of you for continuing to share this fabulous
adventure with us for nearly 20 years!
NAVIGATE IN TOTAL PEACE OF MIND
WITH THE WORLD LEADER IN BOAT RENTAL
Dream Yacht Charter is now the world charter leader with more than 1000 boats available departing from more than 50 dream destinations.
Even though we have evolved a great deal, we always make a point of welcoming each of our
clients in a special way and we are committed to giving them the best service.
Whether you wish to take advantage of the exotic flavour of Thailand or Malaysia, share
a barbecue with friends on a beach in Australia, explore the most secret moorings in the
Caribbean or discover the treasure of Ancient Greece, we are sure that Dream Yacht Charter
has a destination to suit you.

DREAM YACHT CHARTER
KEY FIGURES
• World n°1 charter company
• More than 1,000 boats available
• More than 50 dream bases
• More than 400 collaborators in 34
countries
• More than 100,000 clients per year

DISCOVER NEW DESTINATIONS EVERY YEAR
Dream Yacht Charter welcomes you to 6 new bases in 2019!
• Belize Discover the second longest coral reef in the world
• Göcek, Turkey Navigate in the Gulf of Skopea Limani between Göcek and Fethiye
• Exumas, Bahamas Let yourself be charmed by its 365 dreamy islets
• Nosy Be Discover a magnificent archipelago in the north-west of Madagascar
• Preveza, Greece Set off to discover the Ionian Sea
• Saint Lucia Admire its volcanic peaks and open this door to the Grenadines
BY THE CABIN
Do you dream of discovering one of our magnificent destinations, but don’t know how
to sail or there are not enough of you to charter an entire boat?
You can reserve a cabin with private bathroom on board one of our comfortable catamarans
and take advantage of the caring service of our crew who will look after everything.
All our cruises are full board and all our departures are guaranteed. Every year, we offer
new cruises to the Bahamas, Guadeloupe, the Maldives, the Seychelles and Tahiti.
LUXURY CRUISES WITH CREW
Dream Yacht Charter has a fleet of luxurious catamarans with crews in the most beautiful archipelagos on the planet.
Our discreet and courteous crews are attentive to your every wish. You will wake after a
relaxing night to the smell of freshly ground coffee, enjoy a sumptuous breakfast prepared by
your personal chef before diving into the crystalline waters around your floating villa.
YACHT OWNERSHIP
Many of our boats belong to owners who trust us and have chosen one of our rental
management programmes.
Our programmes offer you the lowest entry price on the market and allow you to become an
owner at the lowest cost while benefitting from many weeks navigating the world over. For
5 years, you will have all the advantages of being a boat owner, without the costs or risks.

+1000
BOATS AVAILABLE

+50
breathtaking
destinations

+1000
boats of
different brands

Excellent
customer
service

Welcoming
bases and
attentive staff

Expertise in the
sale of new and
second-hand
boats
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“A friendly crew and
a very good boat,
we will doubtless
be setting off again
with Dream Yacht Charter”
Hans Stokman

“Our 7-day cruise
went completely beyond
our expectations.
We would recommend
it without hesitation!”
Fresneda Fernandez
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+100 000

CLIENTS PER YEAR

What our clients have recently written
“We adored this trip
from A to Z.
The DYC service took
care of everything,
the boat was ready to go
as soon as we arrived
at the base. You should see the
Grenadines once in your life.
We’ll be back.”
Andrew Hollins

“A fantastic cruise
in a fantastic setting,
with a fantastic crew!
Thanks once again
for everything!”
Virginie Ritter

“Thanks to the whole
Dream Yacht Charter team
for having made our family
holiday an experience
we will remember for the rest
of our lives. And what sights!”
Ricky Bridge
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+50

DESTINATIONS

The Americas
England and Brittany
Asia
The Caribbean
The Mediterranean
The Indian Ocean
The Pacific Ocean
Sweden
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THE AMERICAS BRAZIL, ANGRA DOS REIS

Brazil is not only the beaches of Ipanema, however beautiful they
may be. For yachtsmen looking for supreme paradise, they have
only to navigate along the famous Costa Verde, literally “the
Green Coast” and discover its hundreds of islands.

BRAZIL

ATLANTIC OCEAN

1 : São Paulo
2 : Angra dos Reis (Base)
3 : Rio de Janeiro

DREAM YACHT CHARTER OFFERS YOU
• Bareboat Charter or Skippered Charter
BASE ADDRESS
Marina Verolme
Angra dos Reis, Brazil
AIRPORT
Rio de Janeiro-Galeão International Airport
CURRENCY
Brazilian Real
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Situated south of Rio de Janeiro, the bay of Angra dos Reis has 365
luxurious tropical islands - one for each day of the year - and more than
2,000 spectacular beaches, some of which have remained as they were
when discovered by Portuguese explorers more than 500 years ago.
Our base in Angra dos Reis (the Bay of the Kings) is in the Verolme
marina, the largest in Latin America. The marina has excellent services
and many activities close by. Each island has magnificent sea beds which
you can explore with flippers, mask and snorkel. Onshore, there are many
possibilities for hiking. The Costa Verde is the ideal location for cruising,
water sports and fishing.
Whether you prefer relaxing in the sun on the beach, water activities,
discovering the natural treasures in the National Parks or want to enjoy
an evening party in the trendiest spots, you will be blown away.
Close by, the town of Paraty, founded in 1667 and a long-time economic
centre, has retained its architectural heritage and charm thanks to its
artisans, restaurants, cultural life and unspoiled beauty.
Sail from one island to another in this magical bay. From Ensenada
Grande, well known for its snorkelling spots, to Isla Partida’s Los Islotes
and its colony of sea lions, passing by the magnificent lagoon of Isla San
Jose, you will find everything you could wish for on Brazil’s Green Coast.

THE AMERICAS MEXICO, LA PAZ

PACIFIC
OCEAN

MEXICO

1 : La Paz (Base)
2 : Isla Espiritu Santo
3 : Ensenada Grande
4 : Isla San Francisco
5 : Puerto Balandra
6 : Ballena Island
7 : Gallo Island

DREAM YACHT CHARTER OFFERS YOU
• Bareboat Charter or Skippered Charter
BASE ADDRESS
Marina Costa Baja
Carretera Pichilingue KM 6.1 Local 60, La Paz, Baja California Sur, 23010
Mexico
AIRPORT
La Paz International Airport
CURRENCY
Mexican Peso, US Dollars accepted

La Paz is at the south of the Lower California peninsula. In Spanish,
La Paz means “Peace” and this is exactly what you will feel in
this coastal town where everything lulls you into tranquillity.
Breathtaking panoramas and incredible marine life! In the Sea of
Cortés, you will sail in an exceptional environment, between the
desert and the ocean.
Our fleet is based in the private marina of the magnificent Costa Baja
Resort and Spa. This luxurious complex offers a spectacular view over the
Sea of Cortés and benefits from direct access to the beach at La Paz. You
will find an impressive quantity of services there: shops, restaurants, spa
and golf course. The streets of La Paz radiate out from the magnificent
Paseo Alvaro Obregón seafront. The town opens onto an ochre desert.
You will be awed by the beauty, tranquillity and natural riches of the Sea
of Cortés, also known as the Gulf of California.
From there, you will go off to discover the 900 islands of the Gulf of
California, many of which are under Unesco protection. There, you will
discover a unique environment and extraordinary sea life: dolphins, whales,
sea lions etc. At Isla Espiritu Santo, you will dive in a real natural aquarium.
Take off then towards Ensenada Grande, where you will moor in the
crystalline waters, among rocky cliffs and fine sandy beaches. You will then
find yourself in Isla San Francisco, a magnificent bay with wonderful walks,
incredible snorkelling and an idyllic beach. Don’t miss Puerto Balandra and
its eight fine sandy beaches, its salt lagoon and the astonishing El Hongo
rock formation (which means mushroom in English). From there you can
discover the turquoise moorings of Ballena Island, Gallo Island and Gallina
Island, all very well protected. You will discover a unique environment and
extraordinary marine life, “the greatest aquarium in the world”, as baptised
by Commandant Cousteau. You will then put into Isla San Francisco, a
superb bay from where you will alternate excursions, fishing and relaxing
on the beach.
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THE AMERICAS USA, CHEASAPEAKE AND FORT LAUDERDALE

CHESAPEAKE BAY
USA
ATLANTIC OCEAN
1 : Washington
2 : Port Annapolis Marina (Base)
3 : Fort Lauderdale (Base)
4 : Abacos Islands
5 : Miami
6 : Key Largo
7 : Marathon
8 : Key West

DREAM YACHT CHARTER OFFERS YOU
• Bareboat charter or Skippered charter
ADRESSE DES BASES
• Fort Lauderdale
Harbour Towne Marina
Suite 206 G, 850 North East 3rd ST, Dania Beach, Florida, United States
• Chesapeake Bay
7080 Bembe Beach Rd, Suite 211, Annapolis, MD 21403, United States
AIRPORT
• Fort Lauderdale : Ft Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
• Chesapeake Bay : Baltimore International Airport
CURRENCY
US Dollars
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There are few navigable waterways to rival Chesapeake Bay
in terms of the sheer joy of sailing. Around 200 nautical miles
long, it is the largest estuary in the United States, with hundreds
of thousands of coasts to discover.
It offers sailors protected waters, superb moorings, a ravishing natural
environment, unique towns and villages full of history. It’s the ideal place
for beginner sailors, but also offers challenges for the more experienced
which will make them loyal to the area for ever. The Dream Yacht Charter
base is situated in the Port Annapolis marina in Back Creek, Annapolis.
FORT LAUDERDALE
Owing to its vast network of canals, Fort Lauderdale is sometimes
called the Venice of America. The town was named after Major
William Lauderdale who built the New River fort there during
the Second War of Independence where the modern city of Fort
Lauderdale has been built.
Fort Lauderdale is a Mecca for yachtsmen, so it is the ideal location for
the second American Dream Yacht Charter base, particularly with all the
vitality and attractions of South Beach only one day’s sailing away. A
little further on, you will discover the natural beauty of the famous Florida
Keys and Key West. South of Florida, Dream Yacht Charter opens the
door to Miami, Biscayne Bay, Key Largo, Islamorada, Marathon and
Key West for you. You will even be able to sail as far as Fort Jefferson
in the Dry Tortugas Islands. We will obtain the best boats and the most
personalised service for you to make your cruise in Florida unforgettable.
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ENGLAND PORT HAMBLE

Our base is located in the Port Hamble marina on the River
Hamble, the famous sailing centre on the south coast of England.
Thousands of sailors, lovers of racing or cruising, come together
every year in the port of Hamble to enjoy a convivial, friendly and
warm atmosphere.

UNITED KINGDOM

ISLE OF WIGHT

ENGLISH
CHANNEL

1 : Southampton
2 : Hamble (Base)
3 : Portsmouth
4 : Chichester
5 : Cowes

6 : Beaulieu
7 : Lymington
8 : Yarmouth
9 : Poole
10 : Swanage

DREAM YACHT CHARTER OFFERS YOU

Bareboat charter or Skippered charter
Crewed yacht charter
• By the Cabin charter
•
•

BASE ADDRESS

Port Hamble Marina
Satchell Lane, Hamble, Southampton, Hampshire, SO31 4QD, England
AIRPORT

Southampton International Airport or London - Gatwick International Airport
CURRENCY

Pound Sterling
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The base is only a couple of minutes from the picturesque village of
Hamble which will welcome you into its pubs and restaurants. The
famous Solent is 20 minutes away. The region offers many possibilities
for cruising. You can sail in the Solent and around the Isle of Wight.
The greatest choice of regattas and races in England can be found in
the Solent, which separates the Isle of Wight from the mainland. Cowes
Week, the “Fastnet” race and the “Admiral’s Cup” attract the best boats
every year.
The tides in the Solent offer first-rate sailing conditions and spectacular
scenery. Its protected waters, which stretch for over 30 nautical miles
between England and the Isle of Wight, defined by the famous Needles
on one side and Napoleonic forts on the other, form one of the most
beautiful playgrounds for lovers of sailing.
To the west, visit Buckler’s Hard on the Beaulieu River and continue on
to Poole and Weymouth. To the east, you will find Portsmouth, its historic
naval dockyard and lively town centre and further on, Chichester and
Brighton. Cowes, the Mecca of sailing, is located opposite the river
Hamble. Don’t miss a visit to the mythical Folly Inn or the centre of Cowes
with its pubs and restaurants, true hideaways for seafarers.
While making a trip onshore, make a stop in the “New Forest” to admire
its dense forest, wild ponies and charming villages.

BRITTANY LA TRINITE-SUR-MER

FRANCE

1 : La Trinité-sur-Mer (Base)
2 : Quiberon
3 : Houat
4 : Belle Ile
5 : Hoëdic
ATLANTIC OCEAN

DREAM YACHT CHARTER OFFERS YOU
•

Bareboat charter or Skippered charter

BASE ADDRESS

38 cours des quais, 56470 La Trinité sur Mer, France
AIRPORT

Lorient Airport
CURRENCY

Euro

Dream Yacht Charter welcomes you to its base in Brittany in La
Trinité-sur-Mer, from where you will discover the splendours of
the Baie de Quiberon, from the Golfe du Morbihan and the Côte
Sauvage.
Brittany’s jagged coastline is reminiscent of Cornwall, but there are also
magnificent beaches of fine sand and bays with turquoise blue waters which
resemble the Caribbean. Magnificent ports and bays, wonderful beaches,
peaceful moorings and picturesque villages abound. The islands of Houat,
Hoëdic and Belle-Ile-en-Mer are equally unmissable stops. The Golfe du
Morbihan (“little sea” in Breton), with its forty-two islands - some of which are
inhabited, others not - is ideal for island-hopping. Don’t miss discovering the
many sites of prehistoric megaliths (man-made structures of one or several
huge stones).
Belle-Ile is the largest Breton island. The “beautiful island” is brimming with
magnificent beaches such as Donnant, a surfers’ paradise, Herlin with its
shallow waters or the beach at Grands Sables which stretches for 2 km with
white and gold sand. At sea as on land, there are many activities: surfing,
kayaking, diving, walking or cycling, golf etc. The little island of Gavrinis is
home to one of the most impressive Neolithic sites (constructed between
4,500 and 3,000 BC). Its pyramid-form funeral chamber has a passage
whose walls have been sculpted with rare finesse. You can even test your
sailing skill on dry land by trying your hand at sand yachting in Quiberon.
The 14 km-long peninsula offers many land and sea activities if you want to
forego the tiller for several hours.
A deliciously golden kouign-amann, scrumptious sugary crêpes, creamy
salted butter caramels, a colourful plate of seafood and a bowl of sparkling
cider: Brittany is characterised by the richness of its cuisine and the
authenticity and conviviality of its dishes.
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ASIA THAILAND AND MALAYSIA

1 : Phuket (Base)
2 : Phi Phi Islands
3 : Langkawi (Base)
4: Kuala Lumpur

THAILAND
The hundreds of islands in the Andaman Sea are within your
reach, with their innumerable fine sandy beaches hemmed with
palm trees, their emerald green water, magnificent coral reefs,
charming villages and impressive cliffs.

THAILAND

ANDAMAN SEA

MALAYSIA
INDONESIA

DREAM YACHT CHARTER OFFERS YOU
•
•

Bareboat charter or Skippered charter
By the Cabin charter departing from Thailand

For thrill-seeking sailors, Thailand is one of the most interesting, refined
and most beautiful destinations in the world. Many of the islands in this
region are bordered by multicoloured coral reefs. The Similan Islands,
around 54 nautical miles north-west of Phuket are a preserved natural
paradise and one of the most beautiful diving zones in the world.
Thailand offers a pleasant mix of very beautiful moorings, immaculate
beaches, deserted islands and hot spots for night-life. Phuket is the largest
island in Thailand; Yacht Haven marina is the ideal home of the Dream
Yacht Charter fleet. You arrive at the Phi Phi Islands, around 28 nautical
miles south-east of Phuket. Phi Phi Don, the busiest island, is surrounded
by incredibly clear waters. You will take advantage of a multitude of
breathtaking moorings for the night or just for lunch.

BASE ADDRESSES

• Thailand
Yacht Haven Marina
141/2 Moo2 Tambon Maikhao, Amphur Thalang, Phuket 83110
• Malaysia
Royal Langkawi Yacht Club
Jalam Dato Syed Omar, Kuah, Langkawi Kedah, 07000
AIRPORT

• Thailand : Phuket International Airport
• Malaysia : Langkawi International Airport
CURRENCY

• Thailand : Thai Baht
• Malaysia : Ringgit

MALAYSIA
Located in the south-east of Asia, just above the Equator, Malaysia
is a real “melting-pot”. It is composed of Malay, Chinese, Indian
and Eurasian peoples and native tribes, which reflects its unique
geography divided into two very distinct regions separated by
the China Sea. Malaysia occupies the south half of the Malay
Peninsula and borders Thailand to the north and Singapore to
the south.
Our base is located at the Royal Langkawi Yacht Club. This is an ideal
departure point for discovering a magnificent area for cruising, dotted
with fairy-tale islands and breathtaking cliffs.
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THE CARIBBEAN ANTIGUA

1 : Jolly Harbour (Base)
2 : St John’s
3 : VC Bird International
4 : English Harbour/
Nelson’s Dockyard

CARIBBEAN SEA

Set a cap for Antigua to discover its sinuous coastline and
beaches of fine, white sand like talcum powder. Sail in the wake
of Admiral Nelson and dive from the deck of your boat onto coral
reefs teeming with tropical fish.

ANTIGUA

Antigua is the largest of the English-speaking Windward Islands in the
West Indies. In 1784, Nelson, the famous British admiral, made Antigua
the largest English Royal Navy base in the Caribbean. More than
200 years later, the same attractions have led Dream Yacht Charter
to establish itself in this heavenly island. Our base is located in English
Harbour, a superb marina with restaurants, a supermarket, boutiques
and many services. In the Spring, more than 100 boats in all categories
assemble there for Antigua Week, an extremely popular and friendly
regatta.

DREAM YACHT CHARTER OFFERS YOU
•

Bareboat charter or Skippered charter

BASE ADDRESS

Jolly Harbour Marina - Saint Mary’s, Antigua
AIRPORT

V.C Bird International Airport
CURRENCY

Eastern Caribbean Dollar (Dollar EC)
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You can choose to sail to the south and the island of Montserrat or to the
north and west towards Nevis, Saint Kitts, Saint Barthélemy and Saint
Martin. Antigua benefits from a hot climate, tempered by predictable
trade winds. It is one of the most beautiful destinations in the Caribbean:
it is said that there are 365 beaches in Antigua, one for every day of the
year. Your challenge is to visit all of them!
You may also decide to sail towards Barbuda for its extraordinary
beaches of pink sand and its coral reef. One of these extends for more
than 10 kilometres! You can also relax there with complete peace of mind.
Onshore, visiting St John’s, the capital of Antigua, you will appreciate the
baroque towers of the cathedral which dominates the town, with its busy
shops and restaurants. English Harbour has been completely restored
and Nelson’s Dockyard is the only naval dockyard of the Georgian era
still in operation. Shirley Heights, to the south of Antigua, is worth a visit
for its panorama and the party which takes place there every Sunday
evening. It’s a must for your stay in Antigua!

THE CARIBBEAN BAHAMAS, ABACO

ABACOS ISLANDS
1 : Manjack Cay
2 : Green Turtle Cay
3 : Treasure Cay
4 : Whale Cay
5 : Great Guana Cay
6 : Man-O-War Cay
7 : Marsh Harbour (Base)
8 : Elbow Cay
9 : Tilloo Cay

DREAM YACHT CHARTER OFFERS YOU

Bareboat charter or Skippered charter
Crewed yacht charter
• By the Cabin charter
•
•

BASE ADDRESS

Harbour View Marina
Bay Street, Marsh Harbour, Bahamas
AIRPORT

M. Thompson International Airport via Miami or Nassau
CURRENCY

Bahamian Dollar, US Dollars accepted

The Bahamas are a real paradise for yachtsmen, with their
crystalline waters and deliciously hot climate. The Abacos chain
of islands forms a boomerang nearly 210 miles long. The Sea of
Abaco refers to the huge cove drawn by this crescent of islands
whose waters are thereby naturally protected and calm. The
Abaco National Park natural reserve is home to more than 200
species of birds, particularly the endangered Bahamian Parrot,
which will delight the most fervent nature lovers.
Great Abaco, the main island, is the location of our base in Marsh
Harbour, the gateway to this constellation of islands and islets where
the Summer temperature swings between 26 and 30°C. Comprising 29
islands, 661 sandbanks and around 2,400 islets, the Bahamas are full
of history and traditions. Many British loyalists set up home therefore
following the American Revolution.
At Elbow Cay and Green Turtle Cay you will find colourful colonial
architecture. In Hope Town, visit the famous lighthouse with its red,
barley sugar stripes which marks the Elbow Cay reef.
The beaches of the Bahamas are famous the world over. Lovers of
sunbathing and snorkelling should not miss the 11 km-long Great Guana
Beach! The beach at Treasure Cay is listed in the top 10 most beautiful
beaches in the world. Of breathtaking beauty, it extends for more than
5 km. Its fine sand as white as talcum powder borders turquoise waters
of astonishing purity.
Set your sails next towards Man-O-War Cay, a small, quite sleepy but
prosperous and very well-kept island. On the Atlantic coast, you can
dive with flippers, mask and snorkel. Make a stop at Green Turtle Cay
too, particularly to discover the marvellous beaches at Gillam Bay and
Coco Bay.
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NEW
THE CARIBBEAN BAHAMAS, EXUMAS

NASSAU

1 : Palm Cay Marina (base)
2 : Highborne Cay
3 : Warderick Wells Cay
4 : Compass Cay
5 : Shroud Cay
6 : Norman’s Cay
7 : Wax Cay

CARIBBEAN SEA

EXUMAS

DREAM YACHT CHARTER OFFERS YOU
•
•

Bareboat charter or Skippered charter
By the Cabin charter

BASE ADDRESS

Palm Cay Marina
Yamacraw Hill Rd, Nassau, New Providence, Bahamas
AIRPORT

Lynden Pindling International Airport (NAS)
CURRENCY

Eastern Caribbean Dollar (Dollar EC)
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The Exumas archipelago is situated only 26 miles from the southeastern coast of the island of Nassau in the Bahamas. It harbours
one of the largest marine parks in the world, the famous “Exuma
Cays Land and Sea Park” and is among the most beautiful
destinations in the world. Its 365 islets, all exceptionally beautiful,
will surrender themselves to you one by one to the greatest joy
of all the crew.
On arrival at Lynden Pindling International Airport (NAS), you will travel
to our base in Palm Cay marina. This is the ideal departure point for
discovering the Exumas, as the archipelago is under 5 hours’ sailing
south-east of the capital of the Bahamas.
Your Dream Yacht Charter itinerary will then guide you around these
islets which are still very well preserved and called cays. You will go on
a hike to Boo Boo Hill to see the Blow Hole, an extraordinary geological
phenomenon which expels immense gusts of air according to the waves
and currents. You can also find the Exuma Cays Land and Sea Park in
Warderick Wells, which is home to many species of turtles and birds
as well as wonderful iguanas. You can also explore some of the older
stromatolite reefs, these more than three-billion-year-old macro-fossils are
visible in shallow water.
If you like flora and fauna, it is the perfect destination for your next boat
charter. You can even swim with the sharks in Compass Cay, feed the
iguanas in Allen Cays and swim with the pigs in Big Major Cay!

NEW
THE CARIBBEAN BELIZE

The 300 km-long Belize coral reef is listed as a UNESCO world
heritage site. It is a dream destination for discovering very well
preserved and hugely diverse underwater fauna.
There, you can discover the reserves at Glover’s Reef and South Water
Cay, as well as the famous Great Blue Hole, an impressive underwater
sink hole more than 300 metres across and 124 metres deep!

BELIZE

1 : Placencia (base)
2 : Cocoa Plum
3 : Wippari Cay
4 : Lark Cay
5 : South Water Cay
6 : Lagoon Cay
7 : Hatchet Cay

DREAM YACHT CHARTER OFFERS YOU
•

Bareboat charter or Skippered charter

BASE ADDRESS

Robert’s Grove Marina
Placencia Rd, Placencia, Belize
AIRPORT

You can also visit three atolls: Glover’s Reef, Lighthouse Reef and
Turneffe. Exploring this marine paradise, you will swim among more
than 500 species of fish and around a hundred different types of coral.
The sailing area off Placencia is teeming with sandy islets called cays.
You might wonder which are the ones you shouldn’t miss? We would
advise Cocoa Plum Cay, Wippari Cay, Lark Cay, South Water Cay,
Lagoon Cay and Hatchet Cay. Just one note concerning this destination:
a local skipper is necessary if you wish to sail away from the coasts.
Onshore, discover the Mayan treasures as well as the wildlife reserve in
Cockscomb basin, the first wild reserve dedicated to jaguars. Meet the
inhabitants, who speak English and Creole. The multicultural influences
of this country are everywhere, including in its Mexican-Jamaican cuisine
and Afro-Caribbean music.

Philip S.W. Goldson International Airport
CURRENCY

Belize Dollar, US Dollars accepted
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THE CARIBBEAN CUBA

With its year-round hot climate, steady winds, natural beauty and
extraordinarily warm people, Cuba goes beyond the dreams of
any sailor. When Christopher Columbus discovered this island in
1492, he exclaimed: “I have never seen such a beautiful land!”.

CUBA
1 : María la Gorda
2 : Havana
3 : Varadero
4 : Bay of Pigs
5 : Cienfuegos (Base)
6 : Trinidad

CANARREOS
ARCHIPELAGO

DREAM YACHT CHARTER OFFERS YOU

Bareboat charter or Skippered charter
Crewed yacht charter
• By the Cabin charter
•
•

BASE ADDRESS

Marina Cienfuegos
12 Ave, 35 street., Punta Gorda, Cienfuegos, Cuba
AIRPORT

Havana : José Marti International Airport
CURRENCY

Convertible Cuban Peso (CUC)
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The largest island in the Caribbean, Cuba is part of an archipelago
numbering 4,000 islands and islets (the “cayos”). The huge variety of
its landscapes mixing mountains, fertile valleys and infinite beaches of
fine sand make Cuba a fascinating destination. The Cuban towns, and
particularly Havana and Trinidad, benefit from rich colonial architecture
and are UNESCO world heritage sites.
Take advantage of Trinidad’s night-life where you will learn to dance the
rumba and salsa with its inhabitants and take a tour of Havana on board
an American car from the 1950s.
The island has a reliable sailing infrastructure supported by the
government: you can find around twenty marinas and sailing centres
which readily welcome boats from all states and offer every service.
Our base can be found at the Club Cienfuegos - Punta Gorda.
Cienfuegos is a dynamic, prosperous harbour town. There is an
abundance of entertainment and restaurants in this town, where you can
soak up Cuban culture!
From there, the Canarreos Archipelago is yours to discover. The entire
coastline and islands are accessible, with the exception of the Bay
of Pigs (Playa Giron), where the failed attempt at military invasion to
remove Fidel Castro took place.

THE CARIBBEAN GUADELOUPE

GUADELOUPE

CARIBBEAN SEA

1 : Pointe-à-Pitre (Base)
2 : Basse Terre
3 : Dominique

DREAM YACHT CHARTER OFFERS YOU

Bareboat charter or Skippered charter
Crewed yacht charter
• By the Cabin charter
•
•

BASE ADDRESS

Marina Bas du Fort
1 porte de la marina, 97110 Pointe-à-Pitre, Guadeloupe
AIRPORT

Le Raizet International Airport
CURRENCY

Euro

Guadeloupe is part of the Windward Islands and can be
distinguished geographically by its butterfly shape. The east wing
is called Grande-Terre. The capital, Pointe-à-Pitre, to the south, is
the centre for tourism. The west wing, called Basse-Terre, is less
well developed economically and is taken up in the majority by
a national park. A narrow canal, the Rivière Salée separates the
island in two.
Immense fields of sugar cane and a marvellous tropical forest are home
to rare species of multicoloured birds and many animals. Lovers of
free diving and scuba divers will be fascinated by the diversity of life
underwater, in the azure blue, transparent waters which characterise
Guadeloupe. Gourmets will indulge in its subtly delicious cuisine, a
mixture of French and Creole influences. You certainly should not miss
the Cascade aux Ecrevisses and its refreshing natural swimming pools.
For an even more spectacular excursion in Basse-Terre, walk to the
Carbet falls through the tropical forest. From our base in Pointe-à-Pitre,
you can sail towards the south, following a route which will allow you to
moor at untouched islands with breathtaking tropical forests.
If you prefer sailing to visits onshore, set a cap to the north for interesting
ocean sailing. The Jacques Cousteau underwater reserve, close to Pigeon
islet, protects abundant underwater life and forests of multicoloured
coral. This marine park is considered one of the most beautiful sites for
diving in the world.
Gosier islet and its coral reef are also worth a session of snorkelling.
Close by, the Saintes form a little paradise over which you can have a
panoramic view by climbing to the top of the Tour du Chameau at Terrede-Haut and Marie-Galante, also called “the big galette” or even “the
island of a hundred windmills” will charm you with her authenticity, her
innumerable white sand beaches and lagoons bordered by coral reefs.
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THE CARIBBEAN BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS

1 : Anegada
2 : Jost Van Dyke
3 : Tortola
4 : Scrub Island (Base)
5 : Beef Island (Aéroport)
6 : Virgin Gorda
7 : Norman Island
8 : Peter Island
9 : Cooper Island

BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS

Made famous by Robert Louis Stevenson thanks to his novel “Treasure
Island”, this string of enchanting islands is known for being one of the
most beautiful sailing destinations on the planet! The almost constant
trade winds, visual navigation and many safe moorings make it a
magnificent playground for sailors.
CARIBBEAN SEA

DREAM YACHT CHARTER OFFERS YOU

Bareboat charter or Skippered charter
Crewed yacht charter
• By the Cabin charter
•
•

BASE ADDRESS

Scrub Island
Scrub Island Resort, Spa & Marina BVI
AIRPORT

Beef Island, Tortola, via Saint-Martin
CURRENCY

US Dollar

The British Virgin Islands are an archipelago comprising around
sixty islands situated to the north of the Lesser Antilles which
separate the Atlantic Ocean from the Caribbean Sea. Tortola, Jost
Van Dyke, Virgin Gorda and Anegada are the main islands in this
magnificent archipelago.

The Dream Yacht Charter base is located in Scrub Island, not far from
the airport. From there, you can set your sails in the direction of an open
door to paradise!
Let yourself be carried by the trade winds from island to island. The
distances are short and you will have the time to enjoy each mooring
with its magnificent fine sandy beaches. You can also discover the rich
underwater life, particularly when diving to the famous wreck of the
RMS Rhône. At sunset, after the last swim of the day, you will dine on
tasty fish onshore.
You will enjoy the tranquillity of Benures Bay, Key Bay and Lee Bay and
after a swim in The Indians marine park, you will hop over to Dog Island.
For a party, head to Willy T’s at the Soggy Dollar Bar or Foxy’s. Don’t
miss the spectacular Baths on Virgin Gorda or the magnificent beach at
Devil’s Bay. Go and swim with the turtles and rays at Marina Cay, spend
the night at Prickly Pear or head over to Anegada, the only coral island
in the Virgin Islands, whose pink sand stretches for kilometres.
You will be enchanted by this magnificent destination of turquoise waters,
white sandy beaches rimmed with coconut palms under which you’ll find
a charming beach bar ready to welcome you.
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THE CARIBBEAN MARTINIQUE

MARTINIQUE
CARIBBEAN SEA

1 : Le Marin (Base)
2 : Baie de Fort-de-France

DREAM YACHT CHARTER OFFERS YOU

Bareboat charter or Skippered charter
Crewed yacht charter
• By the Cabin charter
•
•

BASE ADDRESS

Port de Plaisance du Marin
Boulevard Allègre, 97290 Le Marin, Martinique
AIRPORT

Lamentin International Airport
CURRENCY

Euro

Martinique, a French overseas department, is situated at the
heart of the Caribbean archipelago, in the Windward Islands of
the Lesser Antilles. It is one of the jewels of the French Antilles.
The capital of Martinique, Fort de France, is the embodiment of
French culture with its style and panache, from the excellence of
its cuisine to the elegant sophistication of its hotels.
Its shops offer all the new arrivals from France; its art galleries, theatres
and museums pay homage to its cultural heritage. Older people play
boules in the squares, while the café terraces are overflowing. However,
the warmth of the West Indian welcome is mixed with these traditions, a
spicy note in the music, dance, local cuisine and the ensemble creates
a unique lifestyle. Martinique offers the typical landscapes of postcards
from the Caribbean, with its white sandy beaches to the south, black
sand to the north. There, you will discover protected creeks perfect for
swimming and free diving, authentic fishing villages, hot water springs, a
luxurious tropical forest, steep, rugged peaks and a profusion of exotic
flowers and fruits.
Our base at Marin is easily accessible from the airport at Lamentin.
The marina is located in a magnificent lagoon and has every facility:
supermarkets, restaurants and ship chandlers. The Marin marina - one of
the largest in the Caribbean - is particularly welcoming to sailing yachts.
You can choose to sail towards the north and the Anses d’Arlet, the bay
of Fort-de-France and Saint-Pierre, or even head for Saint Lucia, to the
south, to discover Rodney Bay, the Soufrière waterfalls and its hot water
springs, as well as the magnificent mooring at the famous Deux Pitons.
Then you will continue towards the south and after Bequia, Moustique
and Mayreau, you will moor at the sublime Tobago Cays, at the heart
of the Grenadines.
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THE CARIBBEAN PUERTO RICO

PUERTO RICO

1 : Puerto del Rey (Base)
2 : Old San Juan
3 : Mona
4 : Desecheo
5 : Caja de Muertos
6 : Culebra
7 : Vieques Island

CARIBBEAN SEA

DREAM YACHT CHARTER OFFERS YOU
•
•

Bareboat charter or Skippered charter
Crewed yacht charter

BASE ADDRESS

Marina Puerto Del Rey
Suite 104, Road No.3 KM 51.4, Fajardo, PR 00738, Puerto Rico
AIRPORT

San Juan
CURRENCY

US Dollars
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From dense jungle to heavenly islands, there is something for
everyone in Puerto Rico. It is one of the most northerly islands in the
Caribbean. Its name is very apt (“rico” means “rich” in Spanish) as
it has an abundance of natural resources. Inhabited for more than
4,000 years, this island, which is full of unexpected surprises, has a
fascinating history. Its inhabitants are very welcoming and always
ready to help you discover their culture and their secrets.
Officially attached to the United States with the status of an Associated
State, Puerto Rico is an island full of contrasts. Its culture benefits from
Spanish, African and Native American influences. It is for this reason
that Puerto Ricans often call themselves “Boricuas”, from Borinquen, the
Indian name for Puerto Rico, in homage to their cultural heritage.
Our Puerto Rican base is located in Puerto del Rey, the largest marina in
the Caribbean. There, you can take advantage of the sea-front restaurants
and the bay’s Caribbean atmosphere. The island’s mountainous interior
and the tropical forest of the El Yunque national park are worth a visit
for majestic waterfalls and exotic fauna and flora. Don’t miss either the
beautiful colonial architecture of the historic centre of the capital, San
Juan.
Then sail from one island to another: Mona, Desecheo, Caja de Muertos,
Culebra and its famous Flamingo Beach. Then to on to Green Beach on
the island of Vieques. Lastly, enjoy a night swim in Mosquito Bay, the
most brilliant bioluminescent bay in the world. Only two of these islands
are inhabited, which gives you the chance of finding moorings where
you will be all alone in the world.

NEW
THE CARIBBEAN SAINT LUCIA

Arriving in Saint Lucia, it’s easy to understand why this place is
so well appreciated by sailors. As the ideal departure point for
exploring the Grenadines and other islands in the Caribbean, you
should first set out to conquer Rodney Bay and the Pigeon Island
National Park in the north of Saint Lucia. To the south, don’t forget
to stop at Vieux Fort.

CARIBBEAN SEA

Lovers of hiking will be able to follow the Gros Piton natural footpath to
discover one of the most spectacular views in the Caribbean.
1 : Rodney Bay Marina (Base)
2 : Anse Chastanet
3 : Anse Cochon
4 : Marigot Bay
5 : Castries

SAINT LUCIA

DREAM YACHT CHARTER OFFERS YOU
•

Bareboat charter or Skippered charter

BASE ADDRESS

Rodney Bay Marina
P.O. Box 1538, Castries, Saint Lucia
AIRPORT

Hewanorra International Airport

The best spots for diving in Saint Lucia are at Anse Chastenet, Anse
Cochon, Marigot Bay, Reduit Beach and Rodney Bay. You will be
marvelled by the tropical fish, turtles and other dolphins when your take
a trip under water. If you are a real diving fan, we advise you to dive
the Piton Wall, a staggering submarine wall totally covered in sponges
and coral.
Once you have finished exploring Saint Lucia, you can set a cap for
one of the many neighbouring islands. To the north, travel towards
Martinique, Dominique, Guadeloupe, Antigua, St Bart’s, Saint Martin
and the British Virgin Islands. To the south, set off to discover Saint
Vincent, Bequia, Moustique, Canouan, Mayreau, Union and the Tobago
Cays with its five inhabited islands.

CURRENCY

US Dollars
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THE CARIBBEAN SAINT MARTIN

Saint Martin is one of our most popular bases in the northern
Antilles, just after the British Virgin Islands. It is the smallest
territory shared between two independent countries, France and
the Netherlands.

CARIBBEAN SEA

SAINT MARTIN

1 : Princess Juliana IA
2 : Simpson Bay Lagoon
3 : Marigot Bay (Base)
4 : Great Bay
5 : Orient Beach
6 : Tintamarre

DREAM YACHT CHARTER OFFERS YOU

Bareboat charter or Skippered charter
Crewed yacht charter
• By the Cabin charter
•
•

BASE ADDRESS

Bareboat, Skippered & Crewed yacht charter
Marina Port La Royale
10 Auberge de Mer, Marigot, 97150 Saint-Martin
• By the Cabin charter
Marina Fort Louis, Marigot, 97150 Saint-Martin
•

AIRPORT

Princess Juliana International Airport
CURRENCY

Euro, US Dollars, Caribbean Florin
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Chartering a boat there allows you to explore some of the most beautiful
islands in the region. The mixture of cultures makes it unlike anywhere
else in the Antilles. With its world class restaurants, legendary beaches,
music and fascinating past, Saint Martin invites you to taste its charms.
Owing to its French, Dutch and Caribbean influences, a triple culture has
developed in Saint Martin, where sophistication mixes in day-to-day life
with a relaxed style, creating a lifestyle which is individual to this island.
Our base is located in Marigot Bay, surrounded by turquoise blue
waters and with a very lively town centre. From there, you can discover
the Simpson Bay lagoon, admire the mega-yachts and enjoy the sunset
from the Yacht Club in Saint Martin.
Then travel west towards Grand Case, a typical Creole village with
colourful houses and many restaurants serving delicious local cuisine.
You should also discover Tintamarre at the heart of a natural reserve
before sailing on towards Pinel islet. You are also a stone’s throw from
mythical St Bart’s. A cruise departing from Saint Martin offers a great
variety of itineraries which will delight any sailor, whether they are
looking for short trips from one island to another or ocean sailing.
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THE CARIBBEAN SAINT VINCENT AND THE GRENADINES, GRENADA

CARIBBEAN SEA
SAINT VINCENT
AND THE GRENADINES
1 : Blue Lagoon Marina (Base)
2 : Mayreau
3 : Union Island
4 : Tobago Cays
5 : Petit Saint-Vincent
6 : Petite Martinique
7 : Carriacou
8 : Port Louis Marina (Base)
& Grand Anse beach

GRENADA

DREAM YACHT CHARTER OFFERS YOU

Bareboat charter or Skippered charter
Crewed yacht charter
• By the Cabin charter from Grenada only
•
•

BASE ADDRESSES

• Saint Vincent : Blue Lagoon Marina
Ratho Mill, Saint Vincent and The Grenadines
• Grenada : Port Louis Marina
Mail Bag 9012, Lagoon Road, St. George’s, Grenada
AIRPORT

• Saint Vincent : E.T Joshua International Airport
• Grenada : Maurice Bishop International Airport
CURRENCY

Eastern Caribbean Dollar (Dollar EC)
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SAINT VINCENT AND THE GRENADINES
Thanks to its natural beauty, this island is the perfect incarnation of
a tropical paradise; besides this, it is much less touristy than some
of its neighbours.
Among the 32 enchanting islands in the Grenadines, located in the
Windward Islands, only 9 of them (notably Moustique, Bequia and Union)
are inhabited. Saint Vincent, the largest of these islands, is the ideal starting
point for a cruise in the authentic Caribbean islands and the Grenadines.
Bathed by the trade winds, the island of Saint Vincent has many centres
of interest: its still-active volcano, La Soufrière, which culminates at 1,200
metres, its magnificent beaches of black or white sand and its botanic
gardens which are over a hundred years old. Our base is located in Blue
Lagoon Bay, at the heart of a well sheltered marina.
Sail at your leisure and play at explorers, improvising a voluntary shipwreck
on one of the deserted islands with infinitely long beaches, bordered by
tropical vegetation and bathed in the warm sea of the Caribbean.
Discover incredible stopovers in Mayreau, Canouan and Petit St Vincent
before taking advantage of the magic of the Tobago Cays at the heart
of the Grenadines, with its colourful reef teeming with tropical fish.
Union, sometimes called the Tahiti of the Antilles, is the most southerly of
the Grenadines and is worth a visit. Wherever you go, you can watch
dolphins, whales and sea turtles.

GRENADA
A unique mix of French and English cultures, an abundance of rare
exotic flowers and fruit, a rich anecdotal history and well spiced
dishes: Grenada really deserves the name of spice island. It is
also the ideal starting point for a peaceful cruise to the famous
Grenadines, one of the most beautiful spots for sailing in the
Caribbean.
Grenada is a country comprising a chain of six islands, including
Grenada, Carriacou and Petite Martinique. The island of Grenada has
many beaches, the most well-known being the 3-kilometre long beach at
Grand Anse, listed at the top of the 19 most beautiful beaches in the world.
The “spice island” is an important producer of ginger, chillies, mace and,
most particularly, nutmeg. Grenada is also a pioneer in growing organic
cocoa, which is transformed by the Grenada Chocolate Company. As
soon as you arrive, you will be enchanted by Grenada and your cruise
in the Grenadines will be unforgettable. Warm yourself up in the breath
of the trade winds, enjoy the romantic moonlight, relive the history of the
area by exploring centuries-old forts, take a hike in the splendid tropical
forests, dive on the reef teeming with multicoloured fish, all to the rhythm of
the soca, calypso and reggae!
Our base is located in Port Louis marina, which has a good-sized
commercial area: restaurants, banks, a pharmacy, supermarket, charming
shops and a hotel. Over one or two weeks, Dream Yacht Charter
promises you a sumptuous cruise in the turquoise waters of the marvellous
Grenadines.
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THE MEDITERRANEAN CROATIA, DUBROVNIK - PULA - TROGIR AND ZATON

CROATIA

1 : Zaton (Base)
2 : Trogir (Base)
3 : Split
4 : Vis
5 : Hvar
6 : Korcula
7 : Dubrovnik (Base)
8 : Pula (Base)

BOSNIA AND
HERZEGOVINA

ADRIATIC SEA

DREAM YACHT CHARTER OFFERS YOU
•

Bareboat charter or Skippered charter

BASE ADDRESSES

• Dubrovnik
Marina ACI Dubrovnik, Na skali 2, 20236 Mokošica-Komolac, Croatia
• Pula
ACI Marina Pomer, Pomer 26a, 52100 Pomer, Croatia
• Trogir
Marina Baotic, Don Petra Špike 2a, 21218 Seget Donji, Croatia
• Zaton
Marina Zaton, 22215, Zaton by Sibenik, Croatia
AIRPORT

• Dubrovnik : Dubrovnik International Airport
• Pula : Pula International Airport
• Trogir : Split International Airport
• Zaton : Zadar or Split International Airport
CURRENCY

Kuna, Euros accepted
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More than 1,200 islands are dotted in the Adriatic Sea along
the Croatian coastline and make it one of the most beautiful
destinations for cruising in Europe. The current Republic of Croatia
was part of the Austro-Hungarian Empire until the end of the First
World War, and then became Yugoslavia until 1991. There, you
will find hospitable towns, very well-kept ports and lively fishing
villages. Our bases are located in Dalmatia, in Zaton (close to
Šibenik) and in Trogir, Dubrovnik and now in Pula in Istria.
Šibenik is an ideal starting point for your cruise. You can visit the fortress
of Saint Anne, the emblem of the town. Close by, at Primošten, you
will find magnificent beaches, such as Raduca, often listed among the
country’s 10 most beautiful. Back on the water, you can travel back up
the river to the impressive waterfalls in the Krka National Park.
You will then travel on towards the Kornati National Park with its 140
inhabited islands. The Kornati are a nautical paradise with their calm
waters and innumerable islets. Some of the monuments in the medieval
fortified town of Trogir date from the 13th century; don’t miss the bas-relief
at Kairos dating from the 3rd century BC in the Benedictine convent of
Saint Nicolas. Further to the north, Zadar shows its Roman and Venetian
influences. In the Zadar archipelago, the mountainous island of Ugljan
has creeks ideal for swimming and superb footpaths for hiking.
A little further south, Split is famous for its olives and aromatic plants. It
has played an important role in history: the Roman emperor Diocletian
chose this protected site to build a palace.
Dubrovnik, also called “the Pearl of the Adriatic” is located in the south
of Croatia. It is known worldwide for its massive fortifications dating from
the 16th century and its well-preserved monuments. Taking a walk in its
Renaissance parks and discovering its medieval palaces is a must! The
town’s climate is typically Mediterranean, with its hot, dry summers and
its gentle, wet winters. Lemon and orange trees are in abundance.

Its economy has been based for a long time on maritime commerce, but
tourism has played a great role in its development. Its popularity has
grown even more owing to the series “Game of Thrones”, including the
famous scenes which were filmed in Dubrovnik. The Irish writer George
Bernard Shaw said “Anyone looking for paradise on earth should come
to Dubrovnik”.
Pula, on the Istrian Peninsula, famous for its festivals and concerts,
is a fantastic gateway to the islands of Kvarner, such as Krk, the
largest island in the Adriatic..
Onshore, you should visit the monuments from the Roman era, especially
the amphitheatre in Pula which has been particularly well preserved.
Don’t forget the Temple of Augustus, either, for its rich sculpture.
Pula is also a modern, vibrant town, but its town centre has an almost
village atmosphere. As for the rest of Croatia, Pula’s economy is founded
largely on the fishing and wine industries. Nature lovers will want to
discover the superb national parks in the Pula region and their wellmaintained ports of call.
Travel on towards the Brijuni Islands and the national park of the same
name, a region of dense forests and wild animals. Then sail towards
Cres and Lošinj to the south, where Greek mythology still resonates in the
villages. It is said that Jason and the Argonauts found the Golden Fleece
there. Set your sails then towards Rab, the most beautiful island of the
Kvarner, with its wonderful creeks, or Pag to taste the delicious cheese
at Kolan. Gourmets will find the best restaurants in this region: Italian
gastronomy has a Croatian influence there, so try the tasty seafood and
exquisite white truffles. Remember that vine cultivation is ancestral here
and benefits from the sun and climate which are particularly suited to
this. Croatian merlots and cabernets are very well known.
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THE MEDITERRANEAN SPAIN, THE BALEARICS - PALMA DE MALLORCA

MEDITERRANEAN SEA

SPAIN

MALLORCA

1 : Barcelona
2 : Minorca
3 : Mallorca (Base)
4 : Cabrera

DREAM YACHT CHARTER OFFERS YOU

Bareboat charter or Skippered charter
Crewed yacht charter
• By the Cabin charter
•
•

BASE ADDRESS

Avenida Joan Miro 338, 07015 Palma, Spain
AIRPORT

Palma de Mallorca International Airport
CURRENCY

Euro
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The archipelago of the Balearics, one of the most beautiful of
the Mediterranean, is located off the west coast of the Iberian
Peninsula. It is an independent Spanish province whose history
goes back to the Greek and Phoenician civilisations.
The Balearic archipelago is divided into two groups: the Gymnesian
Islands include Majorca, Minorca and Cabrera, while Ibiza and
Formentera make up the Pityusic Islands. You will receive a warm
welcome from the inhabitants.

5 : Ibiza
6: Formentera
7: Valencia

These islands enjoy nearly 300 days of sun every year, more than 350
magnificent beaches and warm crystalline waters. Being strategically
situated between the European continent and Africa, they have suffered
many invasions over the centuries and it is possible to find traces of
human habitation there dating from around 8,000 BC.
Don’t forget to include in your itinerary at least one of the spectacular
grottos which make up the landscape of the Balearics. The most famous
grottos are the Dragon Grottos in Majorca, with their sensational
stalagmites and stalactites, as well as a subterranean lake. For watching
dolphins, whales and seabirds, travel towards the marine and land
natural reserve of the Cabrera archipelago, made up of a group of
19 islands and islets south of Majorca. In Minorca, you can visit the
astonishing megalithic monuments called “talaiots” and “taules”.
And for wine lovers, there are at least 13 vineyards in the Balearics,
where wine has been produced since the Roman era. You can see that,
whether you want to laze on the beach, visit nature reserves, discover
vineyards or party, the Balearics offer you the best choice.

THE MEDITERRANEAN SPAIN, COSTA BRAVA

The Spanish Costa Brava is one of our most recent destinations.
Like us, you will be charmed by its pleasant climate, picturesque
villages, its 200 km of magnificent coastline and its 17 marinas.

SPAIN
MEDITERRANEAN SEA

1 : Rosas Bay
(Base)
2 : Aiquablava
3 : Palamos

4 : Blanes
5 : S’Agaro Bay
6 : Cadaquès

DREAM YACHT CHARTER OFFERS YOU
•

Bareboat charter or Skippered charter

BASE ADDRESS

Carrer Cavall de Mar 25, 17487 Empuriabrava, Girona, Spain
AIRPORT

Barcelona International Airport
RAIL (TGV)

Figueres-Vilafant Railway Station
CURRENCY

Euro

Our base at Rosas is at the heart of the Empuriabrava Marina, one of
the largest marinas in Europe, with its 30 km of canals. From there, go
on to discover the three nature reserves on the Costa Brava, including
the one at Cap de Creus, very close to France. The underwater life of the
seven Medes Islands and their grottos will amaze you. You can also sail
to the south towards Barcelona, along the Maresme coast and its long
beaches of white sand.
If you are an art lover, visit Figueras and the Salvador Dali museum where
the remains of the artist repose in the crypt and find the inspiration which
has led so many legendary artists to this region of Europe. Take a trip to
Cadaquès to see Dali’s astonishing house in Port Lligat, now transformed
into a museum with a collection of some incredible works of art.
The traditional fishing village of Tossa de Mar is worth a visit, with its
medieval architecture and its Maura Tower built in the 16th century. If you
love ancient history, go to see the Greco-Roman site of Empuries, between
L’Escala and Sant Marti, where you can walk among the remains of walls,
temples and mosaics discovered in 1908.
The local cuisine offers delicacies with a Greek influence: the traditional
fish stew, seafood or squid ink risotto. Alongside these, drink some cava,
a Spanish sparkling wine, or some sangria. With its hot climate, sunny
beaches and its magnificent artistic heritage, Spain is a superb cruise
destination.
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THE MEDITERRANEAN FRANCE, CÔTE D’AZUR AND CORSICA

FRANCE

MEDITERRANEAN SEA

CORSICA

1 : Marseille (Base)
2 : Saint-Mandrier-sur-Mer (Base)
3 : Iles d'Hyères
4 : Saint-Tropez
5 : Ajaccio (Base)
6 : Propriano (Base)
7 : Bonifacio
DREAM YACHT CHARTER OFFERS YOU

Bareboat charter or Skippered charter
Crewed yacht charter
• By the Cabin charter au départ de Corse uniquement
•
•

BASE ADDRESSES

• Côte d’Azur
Marseille
Marina Vieux Port, 28 Quai de Rive Neuve, 13007 Marseille, France
Port Pin Rolland
Marina Port Pin Rolland,
Chemin départemental 18, 83430 St Mandrier sur Mer, France
• Corsica
Ajaccio
Port Tino Rossi, Quai de la Citadelle, 20 000 Ajaccio, Corsica, France
Propriano
3 Rue de la marine, 20110 Propriano, Corsica, France
AIRPORTS

• Côte d’Azur : Marseille and Toulon International Airports
• Corsica : Ajaccio and Figari International Airports
CURRENCY

Euro
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CÔTE D’AZUR
Saint-Mandrier, in the Port Pin Rolland marina, is located to
the west of the Côte d’Azur. This privileged destination is at the
crossroads of the St Tropez jet set and the ancient commercial
shipping routes of Marseille.
On leaving Port Pin Rolland, set a cap for the magnificent national
park of Les Calanques where you will be lost for words faced with the
beauty of the cliffs diving down into an intensely blue sea. If you are a
lover of fine wines, taste the best Côtes de Provence in an enchanting
environment, or set at one of the many seafront restaurants and enjoy
them accompanied by fine Provençale cuisine.
From Marseille to Saint Tropez, passing by the Îles d’Or and the
calanques, you will sail along breathtaking coastline full of idyllic beaches
and exuberate sea life. Departures from the Vieux Port in Marseilles offer
a unique experience. As the favourite place for a leisurely walk for all
Marseillais and visitors from elsewhere, this is where you come to feel
the cultural atmosphere of Marseilles and the effervescence of the town
centre with its traditional fish market, bars and restaurants.
To the east, set sail for Saint Tropez, Toulon or Hyères and explore the
Îles d’Or, including Porquerolles, Port Cros and Le Levant. The natural
allure of Saint Tropez, a remarkably well preserved, magnificent
Mediterranean village, has made it a favourite with celebrities. It is THE
place for a leisurely stroll in the evening for jet setters and gourmets.
The fine sandy beach from Pampelonne to Ramatuelle is among the
mythical locations of the Saint Tropez peninsula and contributes towards
its worldwide reputation for entertainment.

CORSICA
With a character all of its own, Corsica is a French island located
in the Mediterranean Sea to the south east of France. It well
and truly earns its name of the Island of Beauty. With 620 km of
coastline, more than 200 superb beaches, nature reserves and
mountain refuges, Corsica has been able to preserve a certain
authenticity.
Close to our base in Propriano, the Corsican coastline is studded with
“Genoise towers” from the16th century, which have become one of the
symbols of the island. Napoleon Buonaparte was born in Ajaccio and
the place of his birth, now a museum, is open to the public.
Our base in Ajaccio in the Tino Rossi port is perfectly situated for sailing
towards the marine grottos at Sagone and the pristine beaches of
Girolata. With its many natural reserves which cover more than a third of
the island, Corsica offers an exceptional natural heritage.
The diversity of landscape of this island is astonishing, such as, for
example, the Scandola nature reserve (listed by UNESCO) which is
home to a dolphin and whale sanctuary. With magnificent beaches and
coastline such as the cliffs at Bonifacio, Corsica is a real jewel for those
who approach its shores by boat.
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THE MEDITERRANEAN GREECE, ATHENS - CORFU - KOS - LAVRION - LEFKAS - PAROS - PREVEZA - SKIATHOS - RHODES

TURKEY
GREECE

1 : Corfu (Base)
2 : Lefkas (Base)
3 : Skiathos (Base)
4 : Athens (Base)
5 : Lavrion (Base)
6 : Paros (Base)
7 : Kos (Base)
8 : Rhodes (Base)
9 : Preveza (Base)

MEDITERRANEAN SEA

DREAM YACHT CHARTER OFFERS YOU
•

Bareboat charter or Skippered charter

BASE ADDRESSES

• Athens Marina Alimos, Alimos 174 55, Greece
• Corfu Marina Gouvia, Tzavros, Kerkira 490 83, Greece
• Kos Kos Marina, Kos 853 00, Grèce
• Lavrion Lavrion Marina, Lavreotiki 195 00, Greece
• Lekfas Lefkas Marina, Lefkada, 31100 Lefkas, Greece
• Paros Paroikia port, Paros, Greece
• Preveza Preveza Marina, Preveza 48100, Greece
• Rhodes Mandraki Port, Plotarchou Plessa 2, Rodos 851 00, Greece
• Skiathos New port of Skiathos, 37002 Skiathos, Greece
AIRPORTS

• Athens and Lavrion : Athens International Airport
• Corfu : Loánnis-Kapodístrias International Airport
• Lekfas & Preveza : Preveza Airport
• Sporades : Aéroport de Skiathos Airport
• Dodecanese : Kos or Rhodes Airport
CURRENCY

Euro
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Greece is certainly the cradle of western civilisation, with its
political, philosophical, historical, artistic, medical, commercial
and sporting heritage. The land of the most beautiful olive
groves, antique civilisations and a relaxed lifestyle, it is made up
of several archipelagos, each offering their cultural individualities
and traditions. Our bases are located in the Aegean Sea and the
Ionian Sea, in the Dodecanese and the Sporades. With its 8 bases
in Greece, Dream Yacht offers you unforgettable holidays among
splendid landscapes, fine sandy beaches, intensely blue skies,
culture and history.
ATHENS
Our base in the Alimos marina is an ideal starting point for beginning
a cruise in this region. You can also visit two listed UNESCO world
heritage sites: the Acropolis with, of course, the Parthenon, and the
monastery of Daphni. From there, you can discover the islands of the
Saronic Gulf: Aegina, Salamis, Poros, Hydra with its natural springs and
Spetses with its secret creeks.
LAVRION
Departing from Lavrion, sail towards the Cyclades, particularly Santorini
with its blue-domed white villages perched on the top of the cliffs, or
again the calmer islands of Serifos, Anafi and Tinos, to mention only a
few.
THE IONIAN ISLANDS
Dream Yacht Charter has three bases in the Ionian Sea among the 7
main islands and the 30 minor islands: in Corfu (Gouvia marina), Lefkas
(Lefkas marina) and Preveza (Preveza marina). Some enjoyable sailing
awaits you around the other Ionian islands, including Paxos and Ithaca,
Zante and Cephalonia. Corfu is an island with many beautiful things to
see, including its old town listed by Unesco in its list of world heritage
sites. Visit the ancient citadel (the Palaio Frourio) or the Acchileion Palace
and its gardens.
Relax on the beaches of Gouvia, which offer many water activities and
certainly don’t forget to taste the famous sofritos in one of the taverna or
restaurants in Spianada.

In Lefkas, the beach at Vassiliki is a paradise for wind surfing. Very
high cliffs border the beaches of the west coast, as in Porto Katsiki and
Egremnoi, perfect locations for taking spectacular, creative photos. If you
are looking for quiet and isolation, you should go to the beach at Nidri.
From Preveza, you can visit the ruins of the ancient Greek city of
Nikopolis, literally the “city of victory” and swim in the Acheron, one of
the purest streams in Greece, before crossing over to Paxos, an island
covered in olive groves where there is a succession of little fishing ports,
beaches, grottos and cliffs. A little further south is the island of Antipaxos,
Paxos’ little sister, which will reveal for you some of the most beautiful
beaches in Greece.
THE SPORADES
The Sporades is made up of four main islands and twenty-four minor
islands. Our base is located on the island of Skiathos, famous for its
fortifications. This wooded island offers many beaches and creeks and
is home to Mediterranean monk seals. Take advantage of the beach
at Koukounadies or, if you dare, at the famous Banana Beach naturist
beach.
THE CYCLADES
The 220 islands of the Cyclades are located to the south east of the
mainland. Wherever you stop in the Cyclades, you will find transparent
waters, breathtaking panoramas and warm people.
Our base is in Paros in the Bay of Paroikia, well known for its naval
construction and the silk trade. From there, set your sales for Santorini
and its spectacular volcanic caldera. In cosmopolitan
Mykonos you can party the night away.
THE DODECANESE ISLANDS
The Dodecanese are located between the Cyclades and the Turkish
coast. Dream Yacht Charter has bases in Kos and Rhodes. Kos was
home to Hippocrates’ medical school and was the most important centre
of trade in the antique era. Travelling to our base in Rhodes, in the port
of Mandraki, you can see a pair of bronze stags where the Colossus of
Rhodes used to stand.
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NEW
THE MEDITERRANEAN GREECE, PREVEZA

TURKEY
GREECE

MEDITERRANEAN SEA
1 : Preveza (Base)

DREAM YACHT CHARTER OFFERS YOU
•

Bareboat charter or Skippered charter

BASE ADDRESS

Preveza Marina, Preveza 48100, Greece
AIRPORT

Aktion and Corfu Airport
CURRENCY

Euro

Preveza is located in the heart of the Ionian Sea, at the entry
to the Ambracian Gulf. Born during the Middle Ages following
the abandon of the city of Nicopolis, the town has a rich and
multicultural history. In turns Byzantine, Serbian, Venetian then
Ottoman, the town even became French in 1797 following the
Treaty of Campo-Formio signed by Napoleon Buonaparte. The
Ottomans took the town again one year later and it was only in
1912, during the Balkan War, that Preveza became Greek.
The location of this town is ideal for a cruise in the Ionian Sea. Around
4 hours’ sailing from Corfu, 2 hours from Lefkas and 3 hours from Paxos
and Antipaxos, you can choose from many itineraries.
We would advise you to begin your trip by visiting Nikopolis, under
10 kilometres by car from Preveza. Its remains will set the scene for
your cruise and will immerse you in the captivating history of the Greek
civilisation.
Still on the coast but further to the north, you can also go for a swim in the
Acheron, one of the most immaculate streams in Greece, before crossing
to Paxos, an island covered in olives where you’ll find a succession of
little fishing ports, beaches, grottos and cliffs. According to legend, the
god Poseidon tore this piece of land away from Corfu by a single stroke
of his trident with the aim of creating a secret hideaway for his wife,
Amphitrite.
A nautical mile to the south, you will spy the little island of Antipaxos. This
inhabited, 5-kilometre-square jewel will unveil for you some of the most
beautiful beaches in Greece. End your cruise with a touch of originality
by travelling up the channel adjoining the town of Preveza (takes around
45 minutes) to get to the port of Vonitsa in the Ambracian Gulf.
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THE MEDITERRANEAN ITALY, NAPLES

ITALY

1 : Pozzuoli (Base)
2 : Naples
3 : Ponza
4 : Ventotene
5 : Zannone
6 : Capri
7 : Pompeii

TYRRHENIAN SEA

DREAM YACHT CHARTER OFFERS YOU
• Bareboat

charter or Skippered charter

BASE ADDRESS

Marina Sud Cantieri
Via Fasano 23/31, 80078 Pozzuoli, Naples, Italy
AIRPORT

Naples International Airport
CURRENCY

Euro

Naples is the largest city in the south of Italy and the capital of the
region of Campania. Its historical centre is listed in the UNESCO
world heritage sites. The town has one of the largest historical
centres in the world, with hundreds of buildings and churches
from the Greek and Roman eras. It is a marvellous starting point
for sailing off to discover the Amalfi coast and Capri.
With its ideal Summer temperatures, hot thermal springs and waterfalls,
the bay of Naples offers perfect sailing conditions. Embark from our
base in Pozzuoli located at the heart of the Pozzuoli Gulf, at the foot
of the mountains. Its historical tradition as a spa and tourist town and
the presence of ancient Roman monuments make Pozzuoli a charming
and picturesque town. From there, you can explore the city of Naples
and discover its typically Italian atmosphere wandering along the
“Spaccanapoli”, the famous street which divides this part of the town.
Heading west, you will sail among the Pontine islands, a magnificent
archipelago in the Tyrrhenian Sea. You will travel towards Ponza, a
favourite destination for Italians in August, with the peaceful atmosphere
of Ventotene and its archaeological ruins, Palmarola and Gavi,
protected nature reserves which are only inhabited during the Summer
and Zannone, which protects many species of flower native to the island.
Heading south, sail to the island of Capri to admire the marvellous Blue
Grotto.
It is easy to sail along the Amalfi Coast, between Sorrento, Positano
and Amalfi, where you will find charming creeks, beaches and excellent
sites for swimming. While making a trip onshore, you can enjoy the view
of Mount Vesuvius which dominates Naples, the only active volcano in
continental Europe, or you can visit Pompeii and the Vesuvius national
park, a unique chance to wander around a site destroyed during the
disastrous eruption in the year 79 BC.
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THE MEDITERRANEAN ITALY, SICILY

1 : Vulcano
2 : Lipari
3 : Ginostra
4 : Salina
5 : Panarea
6 : Filicudi
7 : Marina di Portorosa (Base)

Sicily is the largest island in the Mediterranean, separate from
the point of the “boot” by the Strait of Messina, just a little
wider than 3 kilometres. Visitors will be delighted by its history,
archaeological remains and panoramic summits. It is also the
gateway to the Aeolian Islands, a world heritage site listed by
UNESCO.
SICILY

TYRRHENIAN SEA

DREAM YACHT CHARTER OFFERS YOU
•

Bareboat charter or Skippered charter

BASE ADDRESS

Marina Portorosa
Via Prestipaolo, 98054 Tonnarella ME, Italy
AIRPORTS

• Catane - Vincenzo Bellini International Airport
• Reggio Calabria Airport
CURRENCY

Euro

Run up the sails and sail around the seven Aeolian Islands, a volcanic
archipelago in the Tyrrhenian Sea, each one with its own personality
and individuality. On Vulcano, take advantage of the hot mud baths and
alternate these with the crystalline waters of the Spiaggia Bianca (white
beach) at Pipari. Marvel at the explosions of lava by the Stromboli
volcano and then set a cap for Ginostra, accessible only by boat, and
its whitewashed houses.
Head on to Panarea, famous for the clarity of its waters and underwater
exploration. Get away from it all in the distant islands of Filicudi, with its
Grotta del Bue Marino, and Alicudi. If you have the courage, a climb will
give you a spectacular panorama. Our base located in the Portorosa
marina is a very good starting point for sailing in the Aeolian Islands.
Rich in history, mountains and magnificent hills, the island is an ideal
destination for fans of history and lovers of breathtaking scenery. Visit
Etna, Europe’s largest active volcano, situated on the east coast of Sicily,
or the archaeological site of Agrigento, built at the beginning of the 14th
century, or again the remains of the ancient Greek city of Akragas.
Don’t miss the Lo Zingaro Nature Reserve, a true oasis of shingle beaches
and untouched creeks with turquoise waters. The reserve stretches for 7
km with paths for hiking through a rich variety of flora and fauna. You
may perhaps be able to spot peregrine falcons or loggerhead sea turtles
which are also at home in the reserve.
Italy is famous for its cuisine and you should taste the pasta alla Norma,
a historic Sicilian speciality of pasta with aubergines, tomatoes, ricotta
and basil.
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THE MEDITERRANEAN ITALY, SARDINIA

With its ancient ruins, friendly inhabitants, fine sandy beaches
and cobalt blue crystalline waters, you could believe you were in
the Caribbean or in Polynesia rather than in Sardinia, at the heart
of the Mediterranean.
Set off for an adventure from our base in the Marina di Olbia, a very
lively small town with historic charm. It is the perfect starting point for
discovering the isolated moorings and beaches of the Gulf of Olbia.

SARDINIA
1 : Marina di Olbia
(Base)
2 : Caprera
3 : La Maddalena
4 : Tavolara
5 : Isola di Budelli
6 : Porto Campana

TYRRHENIAN SEA

DREAM YACHT CHARTER OFFERS YOU
•

Bareboat charter or Skippered charter

BASE ADDRESS

Via Guido Piovene 18, 07026 Olbia, Sardinia, Italy
AIRPORT

Olbia Costa Smeralda International Airport
CURRENCY

Euro

Explore the Maddalena archipelago, islands in the Bonifacio Strait
between Sardinia and Corsica. This area of the Tyrrhenian Sea is an
extremely well protected natural park, so experience Caprera populated
by gulls and falcons or travel towards La Maddalena and explore its
many creeks.
Want some luxury? Set sail towards the Costa Smeralda and its pink
granite coast where you can enjoy seaside resorts and golf courses.
Although it’s very popular with holidaymakers, you will always find a
quiet mooring for the night in a charming creek.
Then sail towards Tavolara for an extraordinary stop in the bay of
Spalmatore. Be sure to stop at Isola di Budelli, one of the most beautiful
islands in the Mediterranean. Take a little time out for relaxing on the
famous “Spiaggia rosa” or “pink beach”, then travel on to the south and
the famous coastal region of Chia, well known for its beaches such as
the one at Porto Campana, with the splendid sand dunes as a backdrop.
The cuisine of the Sardinian coast is very different to that inland. The
coastal cuisine is rich in seafood and shellfish, while the cuisine inland is
based more on pasta serves with cheese sauces.
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THE MEDITERRANEAN MONTENEGRO

MONTENEGRO

1 : Tivat
2 : Herceg Novi
3 : Dobrec
4 : Budva
5 : Mogren
6 : Perast
7 : Kotor (Base)

ADRIATIC SEA

DREAM YACHT CHARTER OFFERS YOU
•

Bareboat charter or Skippered charter

BASE ADDRESS

Šuranj b.b., 85330 Kotor, Monténégro
AIRPORT

Tivat Airport
CURRENCY

Euro
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With 300 km of jagged coastline, Montenegro is becoming
a popular destination for all those who want to go further in
their discovery of the Adriatic Coast. This country was the latest
European state to declare its independence in 2006, but its
origins go back to the Iron Age and to the Illyrians.
Situated just to the south of Croatia, Montenegro is beginning to attract
lovers of sailing from all countries. It has much to offer with its fine sandy
beaches, its uninhabited islands with deserted creeks and charming
bays adorned with a rich architectural heritage which reminds us of this
country’s long history. Our new base is located in the bay of Kotor, the
largest fjord in southern Europe, which looks spectacular with its forestlined mountains which appear to literally fall into the sea.
The conditions for sailing there are fantastic - moderate winds and a
warm climate - and suit sailors of all levels. The coast is dotted with
towns and villages with Byzantine towers reflecting in the blue-green
waters which are so particular to the translucent Adriatic.
The pace of life is tranquil and you can take your time discovering the
old town of Herceg Novi dating from the 14th century, the Blue Grotto
with its bats hanging from the ceiling or the beautiful shingle beach at
Dobrec which is only accessible by boat. If you like partying, go to
Ploce beach in Budva or, if you prefer quiet and solitude, take an early
morning swim at the beach in Mogren. Any itinerary in Montenegro
should include the sites of Perast and Kotor, heritage sites listed by
Unesco. Climb the steps up to the top of the impressive Venetian
fortress of Kotor. It’s a steep climb, but the view over the town and bay
is really worth it.

NEW
THE MEDITERRANEAN TURKEY, GÖCEK

MEDITERRANEAN SEA
TURKEY

1 : Göcek (Base)
2 : Kapi Creek
3 : Ekincik
4 : Gemiler Island
5 : Fethiye
DREAM YACHT CHARTER OFFERS YOU
•

Bareboat charter or Skippered charter

BASE ADDRESS

D-Marin Göcek Marina, 48310 Fethiye, Turkey
AIRPORT

Dalaman Airport
CURRENCY

Euro

Turkish culture and history are as rich as its geography and
climate. Turkey was one of the theatres of Ulysses’ Odyssey and
the Trojan wars. Emperor Constantine built Constantinople there,
now Istanbul, which became the centre of Christianity.
With the fall of Rome, Constantinople became the centre of the
Byzantine Empire, which then become predominately Islam.
The Seljuk dynasty reigned over the country for nearly 200 years
until the Mongol invasion.
Finally, the resistance of a small group of Seljuks too power and
created the Ottoman Empire, which lasted until the beginning of
the 20th century.
Following the First World War, the Ottomans were wiped from
face of the earth and modern Turkey was born in 1922.
With more than 4,400 miles of coastline, Turkey is without doubt a
sailor’s paradise. Many restaurants have a jetty to welcome you. You
can tie up for free if you are planning to eat in the restaurant.
If you prefer to moor somewhere quiet, you can choose one of the
charming sheltered creeks which can be found one after the other along
the well-named “Turquoise coast”.
Moorings in Turkey are deep and it is not uncommon to have several
dozens of metres depth just several metres from the shoreline and the
seabed can rapidly be around a hundred of metres deep. After having
anchored, most boats choose to attach the boat to land with one or two
anchors. For conservation reasons, it is not advised to attach the boat
to a tree, but instead make use of the rings which are often available
for you.
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INDIAN OCEAN SEYCHELLES, MAHE AND PRASLIN

1 : Praslin (Base)
2 : La Digue
3 : Mahé (Base)

ETHIOPIA

SOMALIA
SEYCHELLES
KENYA
INDIAN OCEAN

DREAM YACHT CHARTER OFFERS YOU

Bareboat charter or Skippered charter
• By the Cabin charter
•

ADRESSE DES BASES

• Mahé Eden Plaza, Office 211, Victoria, Seychelles
• Prsalin Praslin Marina, Baie Sainte Anne, Praslin, Seychelles
AIRPORT

Mahé International Airport
CURRENCY

Seychelles Rupee
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Immense rocks of granite polished over the centuries by the waves
of the Indian Ocean, giant coconut palms with their famous nuts
which resemble a pair of buttocks, turquoise creeks rimmed with
luxurious takamaka trees shading beaches of white sand. Such
is the image we have of the Seychelles: paradise. And it’s true,
as these islands off the African coast are astonishingly beautiful.
Among the 115 islands which make up the Seychelles, the 41 Interior
islands are ancient islands of granite. The 74 remaining coral islands the Exterior islands - are more isolated. The Interior islands, particularly
Praslin and La Digue, are close to the main island of Mahé. The island
of Mahé, with its capital Victoria, is not comprised of granite. The other
groups of islands, Amirantes, Faraquhar and Aldabra, are of coral. Our
bases are in Mahé, in the south of the main island, and in Praslin - both
are fantastic for sailing around the Interior islands.
Visit the island of Cousin, close to Praslin, a nature reserve which is home
to a native bird sanctuary and giant turtles. This little island 300 metres
in diameter offers a unique opportunity to photographers wanting to
capture these tropical birds on film.
Nature lovers will sail towards Curieuse and stop at Anse San José to
explore the national marine park of Curieuse. After a 45-minute walk,
you’ll have got to the other end of the island, where around a hundred
giant turtles find shelter. You can’t miss it. With their sparkling coral and
exuberant marine life, the Seychelles offer some of the best diving sites
in the world. Sail as far as Île Thérèse passing through Baie Ternay to
discover the most beautiful free diving sites in the region and watch the
rays and turtles.

NEW
INDIAN OCEAN MADAGSCAR, NOSY BE

An authentic destination!
Split from the African continent 160 million years ago, Madagascar
is the fourth largest island in the world, being 1,600 km long and
500 km wide.
A multi-facetted land of contrasts, this destination remains at
present unscathed by mass tourism and offers riches found in no
other country: its flora and fauna.
Scientists estimate, in fact, that 80% to 90% of the species present
on the island are native as they can be found nowhere else on
earth.

INDIAN OCEAN

1 : Nosy Be (Base)
2 : Nosy Komba
3 : Mitsio

4 : Sakatia
5 : Iranja

DREAM YACHT CHARTER OFFERS YOU
• Bareboat

charter or Skippered charter

BASE ADDRESS

Baie du cratère
Andanpy - 207 Nosy Be - Madagascar
AIRPORT

Nosy Be Airport
CURRENCY

Malgasy Ariary

MADAGASCAR

Your adventure starts in the north west of Madagascar on the island of
Nosy Be. This region combines creeks, white sandy beaches and coral
islands named Nosy Komba, Sakatia, Iranja, Mitsio and Tan’ll.
Diversity is the best way to define this place. You will love its postcard
side with the coconut palm above a crystalline blue sea, the flowers in
thousands of colours and the plant of which only the Malagasy will be
able to tell you the name.
Other than delights for the eyes, there are also delights for the ears with
the music of nature, the flora and fauna, which you will adore listening to
while gently bobbing along.
Nosy Be, whose nickname is “the perfume island” will end this reawakening of your senses with the perfume of Ylang Ylang, as this
yellow flower, very much like a magnolia, has found an exceptionally
favourable climate in the region and is prized by the greatest perfume
houses.
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PACIFIC OCEAN AUSTRALIA, WHITSUNDAY ISLANDS

1 : Abell Point Marina
(Base)
2 : Hook Island
3 : Whitsunday Island

4 : Langford Island
5 : Hamilton Island
AUSTRALIA

CORAL SEA

DREAM YACHT CHARTER OFFERS YOU
•

Bareboat charter or Skippered charter

Although they are located under the tropics, the Whitsunday
Islands benefit from a very favourable climate as they are
refreshed by the trade winds almost all year round.
The islands are protected by the Great Barrier Reef and most are
surrounded by coral reefs.
Set a cap for Hook Island. Well sheltered Nara Cove is the first night
mooring we recommend. You will have the choice of a number of
moorings. The most well-known is Stonehaven, and if you have an
adventurous spirit, you can explore the waterfalls.
Then make a bee-line for Longford Island. This island is a long bank of
sand which almost disappears at high tide. Langford makes a pleasant
mooring during the daytime, so you can take advantage of the beach
and snorkelling on its western side. Hamilton makes an excellent stopover for the middle of your cruise so you can stock up.
The marina has restaurants, bars and souvenir shops, perfect for
stretching your legs during a pleasant walk.

BASE ADDRESS

Abell Point Marina North
Unit 9, Shingley Beach Drive, Airlie Beach QLD 4802, Australia
AIRPORT

Proserpine Airport via Brisbane, Melbourne or Sydney
CURRENCY

Australian Dollar
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PACIFIC OCEAN NEW CALEDONIA AND TAHITI

NEW CALEDONIA
TAHITI

TAHITI

NEW
CALEDONIA
1 : Nouméa (Base)
2 : Raiatea (Base)
3 : Bora Bora
4 : Tahaa

PACIFIC OCEAN

DREAM YACHT CHARTER OFFERS YOU

Bareboat charter or Skippered charter
Crewed yacht charter from Tahiti onyl
• By the Cabin charter from Tahiti only
•
•

BASE ADDRESSES

• New Caledonia
Port Moselle
40, quai d’Austerlitz, BP 1068, 98845 Nouméa, New Caledonia
• Tahiti
Raïatea
Marina Uturoa, BP 2274, 98735, Uturoa, French Polynesia
AIRPORTS

• New Caledonia : Nouméa International Airport – La Tontouta
• Tahiti : Raiatea Airport via Los Angeles (LAX) and Papeete
CURRENCY

• New Caledonia : Euro
• Tahiti : French Pacific Franc (XPF)
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New Caledonia is now a French overseas collective. A coral
reef 1;600 km long encircles the island, thus creating the most
beautiful and largest lagoon in the world.
Refreshed by the Pacific Ocean and its trade winds, New Caledonia
benefits from a gentle, sunny climate. You will find there a variety
of impressive flora and fauna, both in the mountains and its warm
waters.
With its incredible ethnic mix, New Caledonia is a land steeped in
traditions, costumes and cultures. The mixture of Melanesian and French
cultures, enriched with Polynesian and Asian influences, creates a
harmonious and captivating way of life.
Your Caledonian adventure with Dream Yacht Charter begins in
Nouméa, the capital. The French influence gives this cosmopolitan town
the air of the Riviera, hundreds of thousands of nautical miles away in the
South Pacific. The colourful seafront is lined with bars, cafes, restaurants
and nightclubs. It is the perfect place to stock up on the specialities of
French cuisine before setting sail.

TAHITI
Tahiti is only one of the islands (although the largest) of French
Polynesia and there are 117 other islands spread over an area
as large as Europe. They are located in 4 main archipelagos: the
Society Islands, the Tuamotu Islands, the Gambier Islands and the
Marquesas Islands.
The main Society Islands are particularly Bora Bora, Raïatea, Tahaa
and Huahine. They are characterised by landscapes with pronounced
relief, the consequences of a volcanic past. They are sparkling jewels
which you will discover during your cruise to Tahiti. Their coral reefs are
home to turtles, sharks, harbour porpoises, untouched, colourful coral
and innumerable species of fish.
The Society Islands offer a wide range of luxury hotels each more
sumptuous than the other and a wide range of water sports from surfing
to underwater diving. The many archaeological and historical sites of the
island of Raïatea are worth a visit. They will allow you to discover one of
the aspects of Polynesian culture.
Taste the local cuisine full of exotic vegetables, fruit and fish prepared
with a Polynesian influence and a touch of French cuisine. At Taha’a,
dive into the Passe Tohaotu close to the coral reef for a memorable swim,
then sail towards Huahine and visit the traditional village of Fare with its
peaceful atmosphere.
There, you will find typical restaurants with a family atmosphere
to fill you up and some shops. Raïatea is the second largest island
in French Polynesia and is home to the Dream Yacht Charter base.
White beaches stretching for kilometres, safe moorings, marvellous
snorkelling and heavenly sailing are the main features of this South
Pacific treasure.
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SWEDEN STOCKHOLM

BALTIC SEA

STOCKHOLM
1 : Grinda
2 : Finnhamm
3 : Sandhamm
4 : Utö
5 : Dalarö
6 : Saltsjöbaden

DREAM YACHT CHARTER OFFERS YOU
•

Bareboat charter or Skippered charter

BASE ADDRESS

Stockholm, Brantvägen 3, 133 42 Saltsjöbaden, Sweden
AIRPORT

Stockholm - Bromma International Airport
CURRENCY

Swedish Krona

The city of Stockholm, where our base is located, stretches over 14
islands between Lake Mälaren and the Baltic Sea. As the capital
of Sweden, this city combines tradition and modernity.
Recognised as one of the most dynamic metropolitan cities in
Europe, Stockholm is a very sought-after tourist destination,
popularised by crime literature, television series and
Scandinavian films noirs.
Stroll around the paved street of the Gamla Stan (the old town) and
cross the picturesque bridges over the city’s canals.
Wandering around the paved medieval streets of the capital of design
and gastronomy, you will find enchanting locations and interesting
shops to explore. You can also visit the many museums, art galleries
and more than a thousand restaurants. Gamla Stan is well-known as the
“gastronomic island”.
In this part of the world, you can experience the midnight sun. Nighttime only lasts for three hours during the Summer. The length of the days
between July and September means more time for sailing and you will
be able to discover the islands in almost constant light.
Your Swedish adventure will begin from our base located in Gashaga
Marina, only 30 minutes’ drive from the airport. Explore the area around
the marina before leaving and taste the local cuisine while admiring the
superb view of Lidingo. There are many restaurants around the base,
such as the Bryggan with its convivial atmosphere, terrace and live music.
Whether you are sailing for one or two weeks, the islands of Stockholm
offer a multitude of activities and exceptional locations to discover.
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BY THE CABIN CHARTER

Your cabin on the ocean
with the biggest swimming pool
in the world.
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By the cabin
Discover the planet’s most beautiful archipelagos aboard our comfortable 18 to 25m
long catamarans for a cruise far away from mass tourism. The attentive and discreet
service offered by our crews is the guarantee of well- being for you.
Our itineraries have been planned perfectly to avoid long periods at sea (being an
average of one to three hours) in order to alternate visits onshore, water activities or
quite simply relaxing on your catamaran’s sun loungers. All our cruises are full board
and all our departures are guaranteed.

+15

DESTINATIONS

THE BALEARICS
THE BAHAMAS
THE CARIBBEAN

TAHITI

OUR FLEET
Our catamarans have 4 to 12 guest cabins. On board one of
our cabin cruises, you will leave behind you the feverish pace of
modern life and find a more serene tempo, set to that of the trade
winds. If you prefer to choose your itinerary, your fellow travellers
and your dates, don’t forget that all our catamarans can be
chartered privately for a luxurious, exclusive and intimate cruise.

CORSICA

THE MALDIVES

+30
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THAILAND

THE SEYCHELLES BALI
MAURITIUS

CRUISES

RELAX - LET US DO IT!
We will take you to the most beautiful archipelagos on the planet. If
Asia, the Pacific, Indian Ocean, Mediterranean or the Caribbean
is calling you, join us!
You will discover the jagged coastlines of Corsica, the relaxed
atmosphere of the British Virgin Islands and marvel at the Tuamotu
or at the exquisite beauty of Thailand. The memories you make will
last your life long.

TAHITI

THE BAHAMAS

THE CARIBBEAN

Explore Bora Bora and many other Polynesian
islands on the most comfortable catamarans
in the South Pacific. From Tahiti to Huahine,
come and succumb to the charms of Polynesia
thanks to a choice of a variety of itineraries in
the archipelagos of the Society Islands and
the Tuamotu.

Comprising 29 islands, 661 sand banks
and around 2,400 islets, full of history and
traditions, the Bahamas are a real paradise
for sailors.

Discover the magic of the Caribbean on
board the most comfortable catamarans in
our fleet. The attentive service of your crew
is the guarantee to your well-being. Our
cruises will take you to the heart of the most
beautiful sailing areas. Meals will offer the
opportunity to discover local cuisines.

THE MEDITERRANEAN

INDIAN OCEAN

The Balearics
Discover the tranquil beautify of Majorca.
Marjorca is the largest of the Balearic
Islands. Its coastline is 550 kilometres long,
with some of the best beaches and creeks
of the Mediterranean.

The Seychelles,
The Maldives,
Mauritius

Corsica

Our two 8-day / 7-night itineraries
departing from Ajaccio every Saturday,
travelling alternately north or south every
other week, have been perfectly planned
to invite you to discover the west coast of
Corsica and its idyllic locations.
Our Corsica Dream North cruise will take
you to discover a wild coastline rich in
creeks and calanques, including the famous
calanque at Piana, the Gulf of Girolata,
one of the Corsican marvels, and to visit
Calvi or Cargèse.

The Seychelles, Maldives and Mauritius
are pearls of the Indian Ocean and there’s
nothing better than discovering them by
boat. Far away from mass tourism, you
will get really close to protected lagoons,
immaculate beaches and reefs rich in marine
life, as well as the most magnificent bays.

ASIA
Thailand

South of Thailand, the large island of Phuket
is the gateway to a sailing area among the
most beautiful in the world and allows you
to set off to discover the hundreds of idyllic
islands and wild beaches of the Andaman
Sea. The famous bay of Phang Nga with its
sugar loaf décor rising out of a turquoise
sea made it famous in the James Bond film
“The man with the golden gun”.
Indonesia, Bali

With more than 13,000 islands, eastern
Indonesia is the largest archipelago in the
world. Our cruise will take you to Lombok,
also called the Spice Island, is still untouched
today, with its waterfalls, paddy fields and
untouched picturesque villages. Situated
east of Bali, this heavenly island has fine
sandy beaches, turquoise lagoons, yearround warm water and magnificent bays.
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CREWED YACHT CHARTER

Your all-inclusive
5-star hotel on the water.
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Luxury crewed yacht charter
A luxury cruise with crew allows you to sail on our most beautiful catamarans and
benefit from exceptional service thanks to staff totally dedicated to your well-being
and attentive to the smallest details. Our luxury cruises are the ultimate experience:
you have a 5-star floating hotel, just for you.
What could be more relaxing than waking up to the smell of freshly-made coffee and hot bread
just out of the oven. After a quick swim in the crystalline water around you, you can enjoy a
sumptuous breakfast prepared by your chef. Then your captain will propose the programme for
the day. Whether you want to explore the island which is welcoming you, enjoy the highs of wakeboarding* or wind-surfing* or simply stretch out and read in the sun, it’s your decision.
Our luxury catamarans are available with departures from many destinations.
Please ask us for a tailored quote.

* Available on some catamarans only ** Air-conditioning does not work 24/24 hrs.
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OUR FLEET
There’s nothing better than a catamaran for enjoying some space. Most of the
cabins are located in the catamaran hulls, allowing more space for the areas
used in daily life: the bridge, sun-loungers, dining space etc.

DESTINATIONS

A 5-STAR CRUISE
Most of our catamarans with crew benefit from air conditioning** and a flat
screen with DVD player* in the living area. All our guest cabins have their
own private bathroom, to respect your privacy. The exterior living spaces are
so large that you can get some time alone for relaxing or get together with
the rest of the guests for a gastronomic meal offered by our chef. Our luxury
cruises are made for those who want to sail around the most beautiful places
in the world, without sacrificing a level of comfort worthy of a 5-star hotel..

Corsica

The Bahamas
The Caribbean

The Balearics
Mauritius
The Maldives
The Seychelles
Bali
Thailand
Tahiti
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YACHT SALES AND OWNERSHIP PROGRAMMES

Live your Dream

Sail around the world for 5 years.
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OWNER ADVANTAGES

• Sail for up to
12 weeks a year
• Choose your destination
from more than 40 bases
in the world
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• Choose your boat from the
largest fleet of Monohulls
and catamarans
from 31 to 62 feet

WHY BUY WITH DREAM YACHT?

ABOUT US
Dream Yacht Charter is the world leader in boat chartering. We have experienced uninterrupted growth and constant profitability since the creation of the company in 2001 in the
Seychelles. In fewer than 20 years, our fleet has grown from 6 to more than 1,000 available
units in more than 50 dream destinations (of which more than 40 are available to our owners).
Buying with Dream Yacht means making a secure investment over time. In October 2017, the Next
Stage investment fund and the catamaran constructor Fountaine Pajot - which has since become the N° 2
worldwide in yachting with the acquisition of Dufour - acquired an equity interest in Dream Yacht Charter
in order to accompany its growth.

8
+
40

Dream Yacht Charter was founded by sailing professionals and continues to be led by these
same people. From the oldest to the youngest, Dream Yacht Charter employees know the job of chartering and selling boats inside out and know how to ensure you have the best cruises aboard their boats.

BRANDS
OF BOATS

DESTINATIONS
AVA I L A B L E

THE BOATS AND DESTINATIONS
Dream Yacht Charter has chosen to build its fleet in partnership with the greatest boatyards.
We are proud to offer you a choice from 8 brands and more than 50 models of monohulls
and catamarans. Being a Dream Yacht owner means being able to sail on a wide range of
boats in a maximum number of destinations.
Our philosophy has been to establish a large number of bases which are small, but of equivalent size. This allows us to maintain quality standards and to keep strict control over the maintenance of our
boats. We have bought more than 400 new models over the last 3 years (in all sizes and types). Become
the owner of your dream boat in complete safety with Dream Yacht!
OUR SERVICES
Buying a boat with rental management with Dream Yacht has no equal. The management contract
lasts for 5 years and we think that personalised support at each stage is of prime importance for a successful partnership. The experience begins with one of our experts who will take the time to get to know
your lifestyle and your individual expectations. He or she will guide you to the best choices available.
During your management programme, our dedicated «owner relations» team will always be
available to support you in preparing your holidays. The manager of the base where your boat is
moored will also be a privileged contact. Your boat’s technical maintenance schedule is available to you
if you wish to check it.
One year before the end of your contract, our team will contact you to discuss the various
options. Whether you decide to keep your boat, exchange it to continue with a new programme or sell
it to go on to other things, we will be at your side to offer you personalised support.

• Reduced purchase price
or guaranteed monthly income
• Professional maintenance
included during the whole
programme

• Free yourself from all constraints;
Dream Yacht takes care of
all your boat’s operating costs

• Take advantage of a dedicated
«owner relations» service
and a new online reservations
system
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CHOOSE YOUR PROGRAMME

Being a Dream Yacht owner is the guarantee of being able to sail at low cost in
the most beautiful destinations, without
the costs of time and money which traditionally go with being a boat owner.

Our various purchase programmes allow you to sail up to 12 weeks a year on your boat or an equivalent
model in another destination (larger model also possible with payment of a supplement). With a Dream Yacht
management programme, you can enjoy all the advantages of being a boat owner, without the costs or risks.

THE DIFFEERENT PROGRAMMES

DREAM EASY

DREAM EASY BUYBACK

• Pay 35% of the yacht’s price upfront
and a further 25% at the end of the contract
• No expenses and no income
• 100% ownership at the end
• Up to 8 weeks annual holiday
• Access to +40 bases in the world

• Valid on a selection of boats already
in the fleet
• 35% initial outlay
• No charge or rental income
• End of the programme:
25% to become owner or
we will refund you 10%
• Up to 8 weeks per year of owner use
• Access to +40 bases in the world

DREAM PARTNERSHIP

DREAM GUARANTEED INCOME

DREAM PERFORMANCE

• 55% outlay at the beginning
of the programme
• No charge or rental income
• 100% ownership at the end
of the programme
• Up to 12 weeks per year of owner use
• Access to +40 bases in the world

• You finance your boat
• Outlay between 20%
and 50% of total cost
• Up to 9% return
• No charge
• Up to 12 weeks annual holiday
• Access to +40 bases in the world

• Pay 100% of yacht’s price upfront
at the beginning of the program
through a leasing agreement
• Receive 65% of charter income
• Pay expenses
• Fitting and equipping of the boat
according to your criteria

At the end of the programme, you can choose to:
• Keep the boat
• Acquire a new boat and sail for 5 more years
• Sell your boat through our brokerage department

NEW

Did you know?
The boats
You have the choice from more than 50 models of sailing and motorised monohulls and
catamarans from 31 to 62 feet.s.
The destinations
With more than 40 bases available to
owners, Dream Yacht now offers more destinations than any other boat charter company.
The service
While continuing to offer more and more
destinations to our owners, we make sure
that we offer an irreproachable level of service, as well as the perfect maintenance of
boats in the fleet..
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CHOOSE YOUR BOAT

Dream Yacht offers you a currently unbeatable choice!
We offer the greatest variety of monohulls
and catamarans on the market, from the best
boatyards, as well as the largest number of
destinations across the world.

Here is a selection of options which form part of Dream Yacht’s standards:
• More capacity for soft water or desalinator
• Maximum engine power offered by the constructor
• Electric WCs
• Converter or generator and air-conditioning
• Satellite radiolocation of the boat with 5-year subscription
• Complete electronic pack and latest generation audio system
• Dinghy and outboard motor

PREPARE YOUR FUTURE SAILINGS
Every year, you can reserve up to 6 weeks’
sailing in advance. According to the type
of contract, you can obtain up to another
6 weeks at the last minute (reservation 10
days before departure).
These weeks can be spent on board your
own Dream Yacht boat or an equivalent
model in one of our many bases around
the world (excluding boats in Dream Performance).

ADVANCE BOOKINGS
The high and low seasons are defined by destination in the Owner use schedule. One week in the high season
is equivalent to 2 weeks in the low season. Your 6 weeks’ advance reservation can therefore be used annual
as below:
• 2 weeks in high season + 2 weeks in low season
• 1 week in high season + 4 weeks in low season
• 6 weeks in low season
You can book these weeks as long in advance as our system will allow. You can sail for one, two or three
consecutive weeks: it’s for you to decide..
LAST-MINUTE USE
In the high or low season, take advantage of some extra weeks’ sailing each year by making your reservation
10 days before departure.
• Dream Guaranteed programme: 6 extra last-minute weeks
• Dream Partnership programme: 6 extra last-minute weeks
• Dream Easy programme: 2 extra last-minute weeks
• Dream Easy Buyback programme: 2 extra last-minute weeks
USE OF LARGER BOATS
You can book units larger than your boat by paying the difference of price between the two models.
GUEST USE
The owner use weeks are available for you and your close family (husband/wife, sons and daughters). You
also have the possibility of selling or giving 2 low-season weeks with advance booking.
FEES
The owner is liable for the cost of buying back the franchise, supplementary diesel and the package price.
The package price includes the cost of the first/last night in port, water, gas, fuel for the outboard motor, bed
linens, the inspection dive and end of stay cleaning. The cost is not dependent on the length of the cruise.
SCHEDULE
Please ask us for the Owner user schedule which applies to the Dream Easy, Dream Easy Buyback, Guaranteed and Partnership programmes.
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THE FLEET

The widest choice of yachts
from the best builders
in the world.
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MONOHULLS, NEW FOR 2019

BENETEAU OCEANIS 41.1

BENETEAU OCEANIS 46.1

BENETEAU OCEANIS 48

BENETEAU OCEANIS 55.1

DUFOUR 310 GRAND LARGE

DUFOUR 360 GRAND LARGE

DUFOUR 460 GRAND LARGE

DUFOUR 520 GRAND LARGE

SUN ODYSSEY 349

SUN ODYSSEY 389

SUN ODYSSEY 449

SUN ODYSSEY 479
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CATAMARANS, NEW FOR 2019
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BALI 4.1

BALI 4.3

BALI 4.5

BALI 5.4

FOUNTAINE PAJOT MY 37

FOUNTAINE PAJOT LUCIA 40

FOUNTAINE PAJOT ASTREA 42

FOUNTAINE PAJOT SAONA 47

LAGOON 42

LAGOON 50

LAGOON 52

LAGOON 620
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CREWED YACHT AND BY THE CABIN

Do you simply want to enjoy a cruise with all the necessary comforts and to discover
the most beautiful sailing areas thanks to an experienced skipper? Dream Yacht Charter
offers you the chance to privately charter a boat with crew (skipper and hostess) or to
simply hire a cabin on board one of our luxurious catamarans.
Our crewed boats are the jewels of our all-inclusive, luxury cruises: a floating five-star hotel in which
you are the guests. After a relaxing night’s sleep, you will wake to the smell of freshly-ground coffee,
enjoy a sumptuous breakfast prepared by your personal chef, before diving into the crystalline
waters around your floating villa.
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FOUNTAINE PAJOT HELIA 44

LAGOON 620

FOUNTAINE PAJOT SANYA 57

SUNREEF 70

FOUNTAINE PAJOT IPANEMA 58

DREAM 82
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BOOKING CONDITIONS

OUR GUARANTEE

WHAT IS INCLUDED IN THE CHARTER

Our base managers are responsible for giving you an overview of
your sailing area, inspecting your boat and its security equipment,
familiarising you with all the aspects of the boat, above and below the
waterline. Before leaving the base, you must know and be able to use:

All our boats are delivered with full tanks of water, diesel and petrol for
the dinghy motor, one gas bottle in use and one in reserve. You should
return your boat with the tanks full.

• All the safety equipment including: fire extinguishers, lifejackets and
first aid kit(s).

The mooring in the Dream Yacht Charter base for the first and last night,
automatic pilot, GPS, CD (or MP3) player, loud speakers in the cockpit,
dinghy and dinghy motor, 2 sets of sheets, towels and beach towels
per person and per week*, free diving equipment and the Dream Yacht
Charter guarantee.

• Cooking and refrigeration systems
• The heads and showers
• Engine and regular check procedures
• The VHF radio system and proper mayday instructions
• All instruments, including the GPS
• All necessary charts and pilot books
• The halyards, winches, reefing lines and other rigging and controls
• The anchoring system(s)
• Dinghy and its engine
• All other systems particular to that boat
Our base manager and his team must ensure that you are able to
manoeuvre the boat. If you are not, they can organise for the presence
of a skipper (at your cost, according to the current tariff) to assist you
until you are able to easily manoeuvre the boat. All our boats follow a
very strict maintenance programme. If a technical incident should arise
in spite of our quality controls, we are committed to intervening within
4 hours of receiving your call to the base, if this occurs during the base
opening hours (from 8.00 am to 5.00 pm).
If you lose more than 4 hours (during the base opening hours) we will
reimburse you for a full day. If the repair takes more than one day, we
will change your boat for a similar boat or one in a higher category or
we will reimburse you pro rata for the fee paid for your rental. *
In case of emergency, you can call our hotline 7 days a week. Dream
Yacht Charter considers the generator, air-conditioning and desalinator
to be auxiliary equipment and limits the compensation given in the case
of their failure to 500€ / 600US$; this compensation will be made on
a pro rata bases in the case of the failure of this equipment during your
cruise.
Find more information on www.DreamYachtCharter.Com
* On some bases, the 4-hour assistance guarantee does not applys.

OUR PRICES INCLUDE

* Some bases, particularly in England, do not supply or some of this
equipments.
PRICES DO NOT INCLUDE
• Cancellation insurance
• Airport-bse-airport transfers
• Diesel, fuel and water (except as noted above)
ADDITIONAL COSTS
Taxes and cruising fees, cleaning fees, mooring fees where applicable.
Starter pack* (including 1 bottle of wine or local aperitif*, 4 bottles of
water, 1 small bottle of washing-up liquid, 1 sponge, bin bags, 1 roll of
kitchen paper, 1 box of matches, 1 roll of toilet tissue in each bathroom),
Damage Waiver and administrative fees.
OPTIONAL EXTRAS
Please contact our expert charter and travel consultants for availability
and rates.
• Skipper, hostess/cook
• Full board, partial provisoning, à la carte provisioning
• All consumables included package
• One-Way deliveries
• Kayak, stand-up paddle, windsurf board, diving and fishing equipment
and license
• Child safety net, upgraded 15-hp outboard engine, 110/220V
converter, boat phone, Wi-Fi, transfers*
You are advised to reserve options in advance after having checked
their availability. Options purchased at the base are liable to a 15%
surcharge..
* Some bases do not supply all or some of these services.

SUPER PREMIER YACHTS

DEPOSIT AND DAMAGE WAIVER

These yachts are less than 12 months old from their first charter date.

The deposit is payable at the base by bank card (Visa or MasterCard),
cash or certified cheque. You are free to arrange non-refundable excess
repurchase insurance in order to reduce the amount of your deposit.
Where the deposit is paid by bank card, the renter must check with his or
her bank that they have the ceiling amount available. In the event where
the card payment is refused, it is compulsory for the client to suscribe to
the non-refundable security insurance.

PREMIER YACHTS
These yachts are less than 3 years old from their first charter date.
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HOW TO BOOK

QUALIFICATIONS ADN SECURITY

You can contact us by telephone, via our website or by e-mail. The
contracting party must be aged at least 18, be legally able to proceed
with the reservation and to make a commitment on behalf of all the
passengers. A 30% deposit will be required to confirm your reservation.
Following acceptance of your reservation, we will send you confirmation,
a contract and invoice. We would ask you to check these documents
carefully and make us aware of any potential anomaly. Special offers
cannot be applied retroactively after your confirmation. The balance for
your cruise must be paid no later than 45 days before the departure
date.

The skipper of a boat has primary responsibility for the security of the
boat and its crew. By accepting the contract, he confirms that he is
competent and qualified to manoeuvre the boat in accordance with the
rules in operation in the zone concerned.

If the balance is not paid within the period laid down, we reserve the
right to cancel your hire and to retain your deposit. We accept payments
by bank transfer and bank card (Visa and MasterCard).
The names and first names of listed passengers must be identical to those
on their passports. Your travel documents will be sent to you no later
than 2 weeks before your departure, subject to your rental having been
paid in full.

A sailing license is obligatory for a charter without skipper in the
Mediterranean (except France). It is not required for the majority of our
other destinations, but our crews must ensure that you and one of your
crew are qualified to manoeuvre the boat and it is therefore necessary to
send them a detailed summary of your experience.
Dream Yacht Charter reserves the right not to deliver the chartered
vessel if the chartering party does not appear qualified to assume
responsibility for it or, if a skipper is available, to put him on board for
the required period for the security of the boat and its passengers, at the
cost of the chartering party. The skipper must take note of the written or
communicated information regarding security and the navigation zone
and must inform his crew of this. He is obliged to take an inventory of the
boat and its equipment before departure.

The contracting party must be aged at least 18 at the time of the signature
of the contract and must confirm that he and his crew are competent and
qualified to manoeuvre the chartered vessel, according to the rules in
force in the appropriate zone..

Sailing alone is not authorised and a second member of the crew must
also be sufficiently qualified.

YOUR DREAM YACHT CHARTER CRUISE

Night sailing is not permitted.

You may cancel charter under the following conditions* :

For security reasons, Dream Yacht Charter may have to impose on you
a change of itinerary and/or decide whether sailing conditions are safe
and appropriate.

• More thank 90 days before departure: 500€
• Between 89 and 60 days before departure: 30% of the charter
amount (excluding extras)
• 59 days or fewer before departure: 100% of the charter amount
(excluding options)
• If, on embarkation, the boat hired or a boat at least equivalent to this
was not available, the chartering party would have the right to choose
one of the following possibilities:
- to prolong the charter period for a period equivalent to the delay in
delivering the boat, if the charter schedule allows this,
- not to modify the date of the end of the charter contract and be
reimbursed the sum corresponding to the deprivation of tenure of the
boat, based proportionally on the charter cost and the number of
days lost,
- if the delay exceeds a quarter of the total charter period, the
chartering party may cancel and be reimbursed the amount of his
charter cost.
In all cases, the chartering party may not request from the renter any
compensation for potential damages suffered owing the unavailability
of the boat. No reimbursement can be made for any charter interrupted
or foreshortened or any service not used by the chartering party, for any
cause whatsoever.
* Cancellation conditions for charter without crew. Please contact us for
the cancellation conditions for our other products.

In some countries, the second qualified person must be at least 18 years
old.

Dream Yacht Charter reserves the right not to authorise the chartering
party to leave port in the case of dangerous meteorological conditions.
The chartering party must restore the boat within the contractual period
and agrees not to take to sea in bad weather, even if this could lead to
a delayed return. In this case, the chartering party must advise Dream
Yacht Charter (as late penalties may nevertheless be applied).
On his return, the chartering party must restore the boat to a member of
the Dream Yacht Charter team. Dream Yacht Charter must be informed
of any damage, loss or incident.
The chartering party agrees not to transport any passengers other than
those indicated on the crew list.
At the time of booking, our expert advisers will confirm that your boathandling qualifications are appropriate and valid for a charter without
skipper.
BROCHURE CONTENT
The greatest care has been given to drawing up this brochure before its
publication and to the exactitude of its contents, but you are reminded
that Dream Yacht Charter cannot be held responsible for any changes
which have been made or which may be made in the future (fleet, bases
etc.). Your expert advisers are instructed to inform chartering parties of
any eventual changes. Dream Yacht Charter reserves the right to modify
the fleet and its equipment or cruise itineraries without notice.
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